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lfn memoriam
OUR

THOUGHTS

BE SACRED,

OF FREDERICK

HENRY

SYKES WILL EVER

FOR IT WAS HE WHO FIRST BROUGHT

THE

LIGHT

TO OUR HILL-TOP.
HIS
VISION,

GuIDANCE
AS PROPHET;

TINUALLY

BEFORE

AND

COMRADESHIP,

HIS INSPIRATION,
US IDEALS

AS TEACHER;
AS POET;

OF WOMANHOOD

TO SERVICE AND RESPONSIBILITY.

KEEP

HiS
CON-

CONSECRATED

r"

,~

· To BENJAMIN TINKHAM
OF CONNECTICUT

COLLEGE,

NITION

OF THE

WHICH

HE HAS COUNSELLED

LEADERSHIP
SPIRED

US;

AND

SYMPATHY,

WISDOM,

CLASS OF

EDITION OF THE KOINE.

AND FORTITUDE

WITH

1920,

PRESIDENT

IN GRATEFUL

US; AND OF THE

WORLD-SERVICE

WE, THE

MARSHALL,

1917 - - - -',

RECOGWITH

CHALLENGE.

WHICH

DEDICATE

TO

HE

HAS IN-

THE

SECOND

THE

BOARD

OF TRUSTEES

T. Valentine Chappell, Ph. B.. Chairman
Hon. Simeon E. Baldwin, LL.D.
Colin S. Buell, M.A
Louise C. Howe
Wilbur L. Cross, Ph.D.
Mary Clark (Mrs. E. v.i Mitchell, B.A
Mary M. Partridge

William H. Reeves
Edward D. Robbins, B.A, LL.D.
Frances Scudder (Mrs. S. H.) Williams, AB.
George S. Palmer

Hon. Edward L. Smith, M.A .. LL.B.

EX-OFFICIO
The president of the College, Benjamin T. Marshall, AM., B.D.
The Mayor of New London, Hon. E. Frank Morgan
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FACULTY
BENJAMIN
TINKHAM
MARSHALL,
AM., B.D
President
IRENE NYE, Ph.D. . . . . Dean of the Faculty, and Professor of Greek and Latin
LOUIS ADOLPHE
COERNE,
Ph.D., Mus.D. . . . . ..
. Professor of Music
HERBERT
Z. KIP, Ph.D. . . ..
.
Professor of German
MARY ELIZABETH
HOLMES, Ph.D. . . . . ..
.. Professor of Chemistry
JOHN EDWIN WELLS, Ph.D. .
. . . . ..
.. Professor of English
DAVID DEITCH LEIB, Ph.D. .
. Professor of Mathematics
CAROLINE
ADAIR BLACK, Ph.D
Associate Professor of Botany
PAULINE
HAMILTON
DEDERER
Ph.D
Associate Professor of Zoology
WILLIAM BAUER
. . . . . .
Assistant Professor of Music
ESTHER
CELIA CARY, Ph.D. ..
Assistant Professor of Roman Languages
HENRY BILL SELDEN.
. .
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
FREDERIC
WELD . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . Assistant Professor of Music
CAROLA LEONIE ERNST . . . . . . Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
MARY CLARISSA McKEE, AM
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
EDWIN H. KELLOGG, AB., B.D ..
Assistant Professor

ALLEN

J. THOMAS,

EMMA

REID SOUTHWORTH,

of Bibical History and Literature

Ph. D.,
Assistant Professor of Psychology,

Philosophy,

and Education

AM.,
Assistant

Professor

of Dietetics

and Nutrition

LILLIAN ROSANOFF,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics and Physical Chemistry
FRANK EDWARD
MORRIS, Ph.D.,
.

Instructor in Philosophy.

Psychology,

and Education

SUSAN KINCAID NOEL, AM..
.....
. . Instructor in History
HELEN B. TODD, M.D. . . . . . . Resident Physician, and Instructor in Hygiene
FLORENCE
SNEVEL 1', AB. . . . . . ..
Director of Physical Education
GLADYS ELAINE LEONARD,
AB. .. Associate Director of Physical Education
MARY ELIZABETH
BARNICLE,
A.B. . . .
. Instructor in English
GERARD EDWARD
JENSEN, Ph.D.
. Instructor in English
EDNA MITCHELL
BLUE .
. . . . Instructor in Physical Education
CESAR BARJA CARRAL,
LL.D.
Instructor in Spanish and Italian
RODRIGUE
BERTEAULT,
B. ee L.
. Instructor in French
MARION IDA COLBY, AB. . . . .
. .....
Instructor in English
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EMMA ELOISE COLE, PhD.
. . . . ..
....
Instructor in Greek
ORIE W. SHERER.
. . . . .
. . . Instructor in Fine Arts
BESSIE BLOOM WESSEL, Ph.B.
Instructor in Economics and Sociology
WILLIAM BARNABAS DOYLE. AM .. LL.B ..
Instructor in History and Social Science

JANE MERWIN HAVEN. AM. .
Instructor in Secretarial Studies
ALMIRA LOVELL. AB. .
Instructor in Secretarial Studies
AIDA WATROUS .
. . . . Instructor in Fine Arts
MILDRED MARY STANTON, AB.
. ...
Instructor in Zoology
BERYL EDNA SAWYER.
.
. .. Assistant in Physical Education
G. VICTOR GRINNELL.
.
. . . . . Assistant in Violin
BINNEY GUNNISON, AB. .
. . Assistant in Spoken English
FLORENCE LOUISE BARROWS, A B. .
. Teaching Fellow in Chemistry
JULIA EMERY TURNER. AM.
.
Assistant in Dietetics and Nutrition
TUNIS DICKERSON, AB.
.
Teaching Fellow in Botany
PAUL V. C. BAUR, Ph.D. .
.. Lecturer in Archaeology
GEORGE LINCOLN HENDRICKSON,
L.H.D., LL.D.,
Lecturer in Classical Philology
FREDERICK W. EDGERTON,
B.S .....
. . Lecturer in Library Science
EMILY TURNER.
. . . . . ..
. . . . Acting Librarian
ANNA HOLMES WELLS, AM., B.S.
. . Trainer in Dramatics
MARION T. KOFSKY, AB ...
F ellow in Social Science
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In .Memoriam
IN LOVING MEMORY

Alice

Virginia

OF THREE

CLASSMATES

Marion Reed

Coleman

Annie Ma~ McClellan

Atwater

CLASS

SONG

1920
I.

Chorus:

Come all ye classmates, gather here,
True pioneers are we;
I n this our college by the sea
Always we'll raise a cheer.
OUf class will always stand as one,
Through all the years to tome:
Gather ye classmates, sing,
And let old twenty's praises ring.

So here's to our I - 9 - 2 - 0
Strong, ever true;

Long as winds their breezes blow.
Waves the buff and blue.
Loud and clear our song you'll hear.

F aithful all are we.
To our college by the river,
And otir class at dear
C."

"e.

II.
Basket and baseball bring us fame.
See what our crew can do,

And as for hockey on the field,
We make OUf rivals yield.
We back our teams through every game,
Always a spirit true,
Vic'try shall crown the shield

Of 1920's buff and blue.
Chorus:
14

OFFICERS

;

Freshman
1-

?

President
Vice-President
Secretar}}
Treasurer

Historian
Cheer Leader

Year

Alice Horrax
Harriet Allen
Edith Lindholm
Kathryn Hulbert
Ruth Barber

F ranees Barlow

OF THE CLASS OF 1920
Sophomore

Senior

Junior

Kathryn Hulbert
Mildred Howard

Edith Lindholm
LaF etra Perley

Alice Horrax

Dorothy

J essie

Joan Munro

Helen Gage
1ustine I\tIcGowan

Kathryn

Mary Hester

J essie

Doane

Menzies

Mary Hester
Betty Rumney
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Mary

Menzies

Hulbert

Hester

J essie

Menzies

Margaret

Davies

HISTORY

OF 1920 IN 1917

Now it happened that in the ninth month and on the twenty-fifth
day 0,£ the. :nonth
there came unto Connecticut College a glorious company of people, strong In SPirit and

learned with wisdom.

For behold!

They were F reshme~.

And on the first and second day there was consternation upon the Freshmen, yea, an?
confusion was in the place round about them and even homesickness,
it did gnaw at their

hearts. And it so happened that a people called the Sophomores, d we II'mg b estid e 1h em, b a d e
them to a great feast. And the Freshmen, who were innocent. came unto the country
which is known as Bolleswood.
And behold. they were deceived and made to humble
themselves unto the ground and humility did cover them as a cloak.
Now, in the tenth month and on the fourth day of the month there came unto them a
man who stood in the open, and they were all assembled
together,
they and the Soohomores with them. Round about on the ground were they gathered, everyone
in her place,
and a likeness was taken of them, the like whereof has been seen neither before nor since.
And the stranger who had come within their gate was strange indeed, and he did perform
mightily, and his wrath waxed hot and he did utter strange words.
And on the twenty-eighth
day of the month the Freshmen
did send word to the
Sophomores and bid them come and make merry in the Hall called Thames.
And they
came and there was dancing and much laughter and peace was made on that night.
Yea,
even friends went they fo"rth together from that night on.
In the eleventh month and on the third day of that month the Freshmen assembled and
met together as they had not done up to this time.
For it seemed wise to them to have
counsellors in their midst, and they made unto themselves those whom they deemed fittest
to be their law-makers.
And the names of those whom they raised up unto this office are
these: Alice Horrax, who is gifted with understanding,
even her did they choose for their
President, and the fame of her has gone out before her and made her companions
to rejoice : and Harriet Allen, raised they up to sit next to the high place and they made her
Vice-President,
and verily, I say unto you, wisdom was in their choice, for there dwelleth
not among the Freshmen one who is more juet : yea, and they did also raise up Edith Lindholm to be their chief scribe, and she is beloved of all the company and she is full of faithfulneas : and for the Keeper of the Treasury did the Freshmen choose Kathryn
Hulbert,
for she hath diligence and deeth good work; likewise did they choose Ruth Barber to be
the Keeper of their history.
N ow the eleventh day of the eleventh month was a day decreed by the ancients to be
a day whereon the ruler of all the peoples in the land should be appointed to his place. And
there was a great cry among the Freshmen and the Sophomores and they sent out and sought
f<:,rred-fire and trumpets and there were many fires burning on that night upon the hills and
high places, and they assembled together and great was the joy thereof.
And lo! they
comp~ssed the College round about and their number was exceeding great.
And behold,
they lifted up their VOIces and cried aloud and called upon President Sykes.
For they de-
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sired that he speak to them. And the President heard and had compassion on his students
and he rose up and went out to them. And the students lifted up their eyes and were glad,
for great is the love they bear him. And he spake unto them and they were satisfied and
went on their way.
N ow on the twenty-first day of the month it came to pass that the F reshmen desired
one to deliver them out of the hands of the Sophomores. For they were mighty in Hockey,
and fear came upon the Freshmen. Behold, Captain Dave was chosen and they rejoiced
in her.
And it so happened that the mighty ones went out on the field to do battle with the
Sophomores, and they were strong in battle.
But behold, the Sophomores were ancient
warriors and the Freshmen were set at naught.
And as they count, the winning thereof
was five to one. Then it came to pass that Captain Dave was called forth from among the
Freshmen and she was taunted and made to see the weakness of her people. But wisdom
was in her heart and with .meekness did she wear a chain-yea,
even a chain of beads
about her neck. And the beads thereof were the tears of the prophet Job, who wept exceeding great for the Freshmen, and there was comfort for them in their hearts.
For the
beads were drops of perspiration shed by them and the nipple was a solace to them in their
grief.
On the sixteenth day of the month was the joy of the students exceeding great. And
they met together and Dr. Sykes ministered unto them, reading to them of a Carol of the
Season of Christmas.
And they listened and heard his words. Yea, and he gave unto them
gifts, even the fruits of the orchard did he give unto them, and they ate and made merry.
And with the New Year, affiiction descended and came down upon the hearts of the
Freshmen, and they feared the words of the prophet, saying, "On the lips of him that
hath understanding, wisdom is found; but a rod is for the back of him that is void of understanding. " For the time was come when judgment must be rendered, and the Faculty
weighed them in the balance and Io! some were found wanting.
And those nights much oil
was burned, and the lamps were bright in the dwellings of the Freshmen.
And there was a
saying among them: "He that blesseth his friend with a loud voice, rising up early in the
morning, it shall be a curse to him."
And the sun rose, and day came, and a prayer went
up among the Freshmen.
And they were tried sorely, but when the days of sorrow were
passed, great was their rejoicing. La! the books were laid away even until dust came upon
them, for the last day of judgment was yet afar off.
N ow after twelve days had come and gone, all the people were bidden to a great feast.
And it was the twenty-second day, and with it was much rejoicing. And they assembled,
and came together, and all the elders with them. And they clothed themselves in fine raiment, even raiment of other days, and there was rejoicing among them and they ate and
talked together. There was music and dancing, and the Freshmen rejoiced.
And in the third month and on the eighth day there came unto the Freshmen rings of
gold, and the seal of the Freshmen was upon them. And their rings were upon their fingers
-even
rings of fine gold.
And it came to pass that in the seventeenth day of the month the excitement of the
people waxed great.
For they sent out and summoned unto themselves many men, who
were bidden to come and rejoice. And there was a Frolic, and an exceeding Mad Frolic.
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Verily I say unto you, never was such confusion before.
And each man and each maid
bore upon his and her raiment a number. Fine as the grains of san~ were they a~d they. could
not be seen. But the people were glad and there was much dancmg and clashing of mstruments. And the raiment was of many colors. And verily, Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like unto these.
And the folly of the Freshmen and Sophomores waxed greater and greater, and the
preacher rose up and declared: Vanity, vanity, all is vanity.
For it came to pass that a
Fair was held, whereunto the people came and they did buy many things. Yea, much
gold and silver did they give. And their folly was great.
Now in the fourth month and on the fifth day of the month, was a day of thought.
And it seemed good to the Freshmen to sing, yea, to sing Easter carols to Dr. Sykes. And
the students rose up early in the morning, and girt on their clothes, and went up unto his
house. And they lifted up their voices and sang.
And on the tenth day of the month a hero of the people was taken from them, even
Pinky; and he rose up and went away and made ready for battle. And the sorrow was exceeding great among the Freshmen.
But on the twenty-ninth day of the month was great gladness, moreover the hearts of
all were merry. For President and Mrs. Sykes prepared an entertainment for the students,
and verily I say unto you, it was fit for queens. And all did eat and dance and there was
much music and laughter, and peace was upon them. Yet there was sorrow in their hearts,
for the joy of a night is fleeting and of the morrow we have no Knowledge.
Give ear, all ye people, and heed my words; never was there a day like unto the next
after the night whereof I spoke. For there was sunlight in the fields, and peace upon the
waters, and the world was full of rejoicing. And the Freshmen and the Sophomores did
again contend upon the field and lo! the Freshmen were mightier than they. And even upon the river, they strove in boats, to learn whereof the swiftest strokes should come. Yea!
and the Freshmen rose up and were glad. Even unto this day do they rejoice, for 101 how
the mighty are fallen and the weapons of the Sophomores perished!
And it came to pass that on the night thereafter there was a great company assembled.
Yea, under the heavens were they assembled. And maidens danced on the green grass and
the moon was exceeding soft. And the people were glad and lifted up their voices and
called upon Professor and Mrs. Osburn.
Yea, and they cheered long for Dr. Sykes 1 And
there was a clamor among the students. Yea, they called loudly upon Miss Woodhull, and
she danced for them and brought joy into the hearts of the company.
And the night
passed and the students sought their beds.
Yet a li~tle sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to sleep and the day
cometh wherein the Freshmen shall depart.
And they shall be no more. For, having conquered the Sophomores upon field and river, they shall pass over into their country and take
the name of Sophomores for the sign of victory. And the Sophomores shall be pressed on
toward the Sea.
A~d I say unto you-c-from time to time, often, Freshmen shall be in your dwellings
but, verily, never shall C. C. know the like of these.

R. A. B. 'ZO.
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THE FRESHMAN TO THE SENIOR
(With Apologies to "Father WiUiam")

"Y ou

are old. Reverend Senior," the Freshman said,
"And your hair is slicked back very straight;
And yet you incessantly roll down the hallIs it true that you're trying to lose weight?"

"In my youth." the grave Senior replied to the child,
"I feared it might injure the brain;
But now that I'm perfectly sure I have none,
Why, I do it again and again. t'
"You are old," said the Freshman, "as I've said before.
And have grown most uncommonly fat;
Yet you leap o'er the buck with a vigorous spring-Pray: what is the reason of that?"
"In my youth," said the Senior. with uplifted brow,
"I managed to keep pretty thin
By the help of corrective and cutting out bread-But alas I had to give in!"
"You

are old," said the child, "and your jaws are too weak
For anything tougher than hash,
Yet you finished the chicken both muscle and bonePray how did you get so rash?"

"In my youth," said the Senior, "I studied at Psych,
And argued each case with my prof.
And the muscular strength which it gave to my jaw
I never have yet shaken off."
"You

are old," said the Freshman, "one would hardly
That your hand was as steady as ever,
Yet you balance a tumbler with ease in each handWhat made you so awfully clever?"

suppose

"I've answered three questions, and that is enough,"
Said the Senior, "don't give yourself airs.
'Tis plain to be seen you're alarmingly greenAnd much too young for, such cares!"

A. L. G. and K. H. '20
19
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THE BABY PARTY
"Why, where have you been. children?" asked their mother, a dear young matron in
blue and white. as she gathered in her tired charges one evening last winter.
"0. we've been having the best time," they answered, in chorus. A lively lot they
were-tall
be-ribboned girls in middies and short skirts, little girls in blue rompers, little
girls in pink pinafores, big boys in "real trousers," little boys in sailor suits and "Buster

Browns." and babies galore-young babies, old-fashioned babies, babies with dolls and
Teddy bears. babies with long hair, babies with short hair. and all of them surprisingly
active for their age.

(They

were, you see, at that stage of development

when all worthy

children are called Freshmen.)
The merry group clustered around their mother to tell her about their good time.
"Our big sisters, the Seniors, gave us a party, you know," said they. "You shouldn't
have worried about us, because there were plenty of nurses there to look after us, and they
promised to send us home early.
Grandmother
was there too, and she told us the
sw - - - eetest story!-all
about Old Mother Hubbard
and Mary Quite Contrary.
The
real Mother Goose people were right there and acted out the story-we
saw them! Even
Mary Contrary's flowers were growing right before our eyes. It was great!"
HAnd they had dolls there," chirped in one of the little girls, "only they weren't the
kind that move or wiggle their eyes when you make' em; they were stiff as anything!" she

added disappointedly.
But we had ice cream, and lions and tigers and eleph-c--"
"Oh, you mean animal crackers," disgustedly ejaculated one of the boys.
"Don't
you know an animal cracker when you see one?"
"Well, anyway, we did have a good. time playing 'Going to Jerusalem' and 'Farmer
in the Dell'," they agreed. "And our big sisters were dressed like children too, only anybody could tell they were just making believe.
They didn't look half so natural as we
did."
"Well, children, I think you'd better trot off to bed," interrupted their mother. "You
know you're growing so fast that you need all the sleep you can get. Why, just think
you'll soon be Sophomores!"
'
" "a, dear; then we ;:an't go to an.y more .baby parties, ~an we?" said one little girl.
0, I know. When we re grown up mto semora, we can give a baby party to our little
sisters of '26.
Won't that be fun!"
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"LEST WE FORGET"

,.

...

T'

In appreciation of the first Alumnae of Connecticut College, the Class of 1919, whose
members, through their sacrifice and loyalty. laid the foundation for the Connecticut College
woman of the future. To them we owe our greatest tradition, responsible Student Government.
Determined and noble pioneers. they are leading us on toward the ideals for which
the college was founded.
Their example and friendship will ever be in our hearts.

1919'S SETTING

SAIL

(Tune: "Bab~'s Boat's the Silver Moon")
"1919's setting sail,
Eager hearts and true;
We will ever in our thoughts bear our love for you.
Sail, Submarine, out upon life's sea!
Only don't forget to turn,

Back to old C. C."

M. St.C. H. '20.
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HISTORY OF 1920 IN 1918
A

sun over misty

"Yes,

hill-tops

the time is at hand,"

"Tomorrow

spoke the Truth.

is really thine own.

Burst forth with a dazzling glow.
And shot out a laughing sunbeam
To a modest window, below.

Today brings thine enunciation.
Thy seeds of learning are sown.

The lattice swung wide, and the sunbeam.

W rap on this mantle of purpose,

Lowering,

And upon thy forehead I place

touched a curl,

Across the rippling sunbeam,

Thy third eye, Imagination,
With which thou canst glimpse my face."
Then spake Freedom, "Do not misuse me;

And into the valley's shade,

For then must I leave thee, apart,

Glided

And they wakened the slumbering maid.

But guard me and carefully treat me,
And cherish me next to thy heart."

Carrying with it new day.
To a sleeping, care-free girl.

two radiant

figures,

She started, she saw not their faces,

They kissed the girl and they left her.

8 ut she knew well the reason they came.
And, stretching her arms out to greet them,

But now she was not afraid;
For she had a protection, the mantle,

She whispered and called them by name.

And the third eye of vision, her aid.

"Freedom.

"Mother and father. I leave thee,
The bugles of life sound the call.

oft have I sought thee,

And long at thy mountain I gaze,
But never have seen the peaks clearly;
Their summits bear veilings of haze."

I am growing ; Tomorrow will need me;
I answer the summons of all. ,.

Then slowly she turned to the other.
Half-fearful,
withdrawing a pace.

So she left them.

"Truth,"

And they gave her the pillow, Affection,

she plead. "Let me hehold thee.

'Twas

heard in the parting.

But she knew the call had heen true;

Reveal to me, pray, they face.

To strengthen

Already have I heard the bugle;

Eager

Tomorrow

The third eye of vision her guide.
Purpose, she bore, and Affection;

is calling me away.

But my mother and father have held me,
Saying, "Daughter,
not yet is thy day."

and ease her way through.

for conquest,

she started,

And Freedom walked close by her side.

Chapter I-ATHLETICS
There is a great commotion.
The scene is laid in a large field. We see our own team
fall into the hands of the adversary.
Head lines in the paper next morning read, "Great
Freshman Gain on Hockey Field.
Sophomores
Gathering
Reserve Forces for juniorSoccer Drive."
The next week sees these letters in large print: "Sophomores Regain Lost Territory.
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Many Goals Taken, Junior Captain Receives Bump on the. Neck." The Fall drive e~~ed
in a big battle between our Allies, the Faculty, and the juniors. The Faculty were gaming
two points and hurling Juniors to right and left by sheer force. There was a ?reat proceesian and rejoicing. The F acuity reservists came forth in large numbers, offenng their services as water carriers, truck drivers, and Hot Cross Nurses.
As the winter came on with its storms and rough winds, our leaders decided on intensive training within walls, so we practised bivouacing and picketing, which. being interpreted, means shooting baskets and passes. Then from our ranks stepped forth eight robust
maidens; like warriors they came, unconquerable, fire flashing In every eye. There was
Doyle. whom we christened as captain.
Her brain work was famous before.
And McGowan the rapid and nimble,
Whose baskets helped heighten the score.
Then Arvilla, our blithe, buxom lassie.
And Bettie, our lean one but chaste,
And Mildred, our lithe one and sturdy,
And Helen with smile unerased.
Firmly our band stepped out and woe to any opponent who showed too great resistance. As I look back, there is an Amazon whose energy seemed unconquerable, but our
powerful center gently but firmly overcame her show of spirit. Needless to say, we gained
confidence, and with the Spring drive, 'ZO, the indomitable, came through with but few
injuries, such as an unsuccessful battle on water, a slight overthrow on the tennis court, and
a little surprise on the Volley-ball courts. Then peace was declared, as all of our Allies
and combatants agreed, and at the Athletic Banquet, friend and foe alike united in receiving the trophies of war, our trusty Allies still serving up in good stead,-and
how they
served! Then into our midst came a cup, shining, bearing our name. Our Preside~t
toasted the classes thereupon in great glee.

Chapter2~PURSUING

THE ACADEMIC,

OR WHY I CAME TO COLLEGE

Study we must, for our cause it is just,
And this be our motto, "At it, or buetl "
Mention of "Teed,"
feeling.

the Doughertys

Chapter 3-STUDENT

and Elizabeth

ACTIVITlES-(Puzzle:

Nagy,

enters here with fervent

Find the Student!)

T~e curtain .r,ise~slow~y. C:>ll;,g~ girls working ,in many noble positions in this honorable city. The F riendship Dnv~ is on every .o~e s lips. And we went over the top!
!h~n ~ame a day of feasting, a national Thanksgiving, and all the inmates of this worthy
institution-s-but I forgot.
.
C?~r eye ~ravels over many pretty girlhood scenes of rippling laughter and over-flowmg spmts. Till-hark
ye l What are the words bursting on our ears, "a sobbing voice
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pleading for a little vanquished soul." Behold Trojan Women, jr., the worthy child of
Euripides' pen. The maddened virgin. Cassandra, rushes on the scene, tearing from her
hair garden products, which she tosses to the four winds.
Then a new vista appears. There is a close-barred door, and many windows revealing pale, pleading faces. They seem to stretch out their arms to the passerby. Oh tender,
beating hearts, be comforted! Again we look down a corridor this time. Every door is
open and eager greedy hands stretch out to receive a hot potato from a tall. dark man. I
turn away horror~stricken, as stifled feelings creep up to my throat. "What can this mean?"
I ask a passerby. "The plague," he softly mutters as he hurries on with muffled step.
"Oh girls, a dance!" "Goody, goody!" And so they .gave a dance. Was it successful? I'd say so. A better dance, I want to know. Good dancers, lots of pep; that's
where Sophomores made their rep.
One night there was great rejoicing. The jubilant Juniors wended many steps to the
Mohican, where they were fed with fresh vegetables, dried beef, and other forms of food.
N at to be disheartened, '20 fell to disrobing their respective beds. And quieted, we of the
underclasses slumbered .
Then home came a submarine,
Home, too, a boisterous team.
Onto our hill serene
Came the one hundred.
Ours not to reason why,
Ours but to scream and cry.
Into our dreams they came,
Naughty one hundred.
Out of our beds we fell,
Onto the floor pell-mell.
With many a shriek and yell,
-Wicked
one hundred.
Into a room there crept,
While all the Juniors slept,
Three figures veiled in white,
Bearing into the dark night.
Closely they held it tight.
Fearing a scratch or bite,
Cute Submarine.
Thus in the year 1918 A. D. in about the fifth month, class spirit was born in
the .College of Connecticut.
Fallowed mysterious doings on the river banks, active parties, J uniors and
Freshmen, Sophomores innocent. Another party, conducted by Freshmen, which reveals unknown possibilities in the vocal, dramatic, and clothes lines of talent.
Last but not least-the
Olympian Games! Surely it was 35 in the first days
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of creation.
For the Sophomores looked at a peaceful pasture, saying, "Let there
be an arena." And lo! there was an arena. Then they looked at a peaceful grazing
cow, saying, "Let there be Jupiter's Bull for sacrifice."
And behold! a bull dashed
forth with garlands of laurel enwreathing its neck, and the maiden Europa
on its
back.
But the maiden Europa was exceeding scared, and she said to herself, "Let
me be off." And she was off, and great was the fall thereof.
But with the bull there
were other creatures, neither men nor beasts were they, for they were women in cows'
clothing, and they did offer unto Jupiter gifts to appease his omnipotent wrath.
Then
there were contestants who did try at jumping .hurling, and wrestling.
Then said the
Sophomores, "Let there be a chariot race." and behold! there was a race, "and Frankie
was the victor thereof.
Then two pure white steers rode forth, bearing their riders,
and encircled the arena before the cheering throng.
The victors assembled, and slave
maidens, bearing lyres and cymbals. danced before them, while the priest eagerly held
out rich but not gaudy wreaths for their noble brows.
Then said the sun,
The game was wonThe Sophomore's year was o'er.
We pass along

To fill the throng
Of next year's Junior class.

M. St.c. H. '20.
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HARRIET

ALLEN

A crush on Harry! Of course! Everyone has had one at
some time or other. But how can we help It') If looks spoke
louder than words one would rather be Harriet than an
orator. Even when she scolds it is enjoyable!
Athletics is her forte: basketball, baseball, soccer, cricket,
hockey, section or class game find "Harry" (often as Captain)
playing with skill and efficiency,
Clever sketches and original designs are her "hobby"-the
artistic realm-but in education class the ultimate answer is referred to her.
As an agency for dispensing sympathy and kindness In
thought or deed. and as a well rounded, typically Ideal college girl, "Harry" is unequalled on campus.

FRANCES

BARLOW

F. F. Barlow, known in Canada as Fife, is a little thoroughbred.
Her artistic temperament is predominant
in the art room
no less than in her costumes.
She always is called to put the
finishing touch on a garment,
thereby making it true to type.
At social functions she lends atmosphere, and her generosity in
furnishing
men for men-less girls is an established
fact at all
dances.
Student Government
has found in her an able asset.

As coxswain on the class crew she did her duty, nobly throwing pailfuls of water on the gasping members, thereby adding
weight and motion 10 the boat an~ insuring a certain victory.

If nymphs or dancers of any kind are needed,
sure to be one, and with her startling interpretations,

Frankie
is
she strikes

wonder to our hearts.

AGNES MAE BARTLETT
"She will flirt behind her fan
At you because you are a man."
But have you ever seen those eyes') They don't show up so
well in this picture but oh my, ask the army or the navy, but
don't tell it to the marines.
Practically speaking, she's greatly interested in sewing and
makes many luncheon sets and we guess it is because "Peter"
has been caught at last. Dear "c. c." is pretty lucky to have
this "China dolly" and canteen worker.
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MARY BRADER
Our lillie "Bloody Bolshevik" from Pennsylvania-her

ten-

dencies for reforming are reflected even in herself, by way of
a Sunday hair comb thai inspires us weekly.
Though
not a
Pole, Mary shares with that race a haired for excess consump-

tion of food and love for freedom of thought, speech, and soul.
As Americanization
leader her ability for arranging inter-racial
leas for the young and the old has been particularly noticed this
year-but
her main charm lies in her melodious "boy soprano"
voice which quality
she all 100 rarely
displays.
"Brader's"

smile never says die-her
picture

her as a hand-maiden

disposition is the sun itself and we
to settlement

life and activities.

HELEN

BROWNE

Although
Helen did leave us for a year, the spirit of C. C.
and the class of 1920 still held charms for her, and she carne
back to us ready to declare that C. C. was the only place after
all.
But harken,-a
second Tetrazzini
warbles through the halls
of Plant.
"Glad ie, oh Gladie!"
And
we have visions of a
disastrous
roller-skating
party
long ago--!
Ask Helen
what she intends to do when college days are
over, and a voice answers behind
the veil, "Avoid nine-thirty
trolleys
on Sunday
mornings."

ANNA

BULLER

We have heard-indirectly--thal
mediums have told Anna
that she is mischievous, but we cannot tell whether she is to be
blamed for this characteristic
or not.
We do know, however.
that she is a most reliable little (excuse mel-she
does like to
be calle.<! "little.")
person. and,
if something
must be "put
through,
she WIll see that It IS. Just recall the Spanish Club
P~ay.
~he
only trouble with Anna is that she can nol do
thlng~ qUIckly. enough
when once she gets started,
and it is
~speclally edvisable never to make her wait when she is headed
In one particular
direction.

It is hinted that she bewitches the men with those twinkling
dark eyes of hers.
How could she help it?
We can't resist
them ourselves.
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MARJORIE

CARLSSON

"Veamos!~Nous
avons ici!"
Marjorie
Carlsson,
our outstanding linguist, with great proficiency
in both French
and
Spanish.
Her dramatic
ability is also remarkable
and noteworthy, for she made her debut Freshman
year and has been
captivating
her audiences
ever since.
Marge
is thoroughly
ambitious;
always
hitching her wagon to a star. This wonderful desire to get on and improve herself makes her accomplish much more than her ordinary
strength would permit her
to do.
We
genuine

all admire

her

consideration

keen
for

mind,

her

pluck

and

courage,

and

others,

MAUD CARPENTER
If there's
Yum!

It's

makes it.

a meal
great!

Oh, girl!

10 be cooked, Mauclie cooks it.
there's a sweater 10 be made,

If

It's good-looking!

Maud

Yumee
Mandie

has lots of

everyday common-sense, but her talents aren't confined entirely
10 the realm of the practical, for she can "tweedle-dee"
and

"tweedle-dum"

very effectively on the violin.

(She is a johnny-

on-the-spot with an answer when asked any question concerning
music.)
Her sense of humor is delightful
except
when
her
namesake is abused,
when she is called
endearing
names, or
when she has 10 wait for somebody,-then
her quality of patience is a lillie strained.
Ssh! our musician has a pet fear and

a pet ambition:

1, she is afraid

of falling in love with a short

man j 2, she wants to conduct a home for old men
work.
Whatever
she does, we wish her success!

as her life-

ELLEN CARROLL
A ripple, a gurgle, a giggle and finally a full grown, mexhaustible
laugh.
Enter Ellen, buhbling
over with ideas, and
flashes of temper and laughter for the sake of emphasis. 'T would
be a sorry day for this sunny hearted daughter
of Erin if this
were not a country of free speech.
We can not make
Ellen
mad by smiling at her naive frankness in speaking up 10 s'prees
herself, and we hope to make her glad by our enthusiastic
ap~
preciation
of her class spirit and staunch loyalty to '20,
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MARGARET

CHASE

From out among the strains
echoes a voice of real "Down

of "uke'
club
East" quality.

choruses
Margaret

there
cer-

tainly does like level-ly music.

Perhaps that is the reason why

she succumbs so readily 10 French cadances.
However,
in the
realm of Economics she is supreme, as she alone knows where
roses can be bought for $1.00 per dozen.
Because of her frontrow prominence in classes, and her ability
at the typewriter,
Marg. is bound 10 be a "Maine"
feature in life wherever she
goes.

HELEN

COLLINS

Picture to yourself one of those attractive fluffy-ruffle girls
with a little curl over each ear and hat over one eye. She fairly
radiates woman. A look into her 'diary would tell you this. By
the way, it is just as well that she lives off campus for the college would never be able to furnish enough mid-night oil by
which to write this diary and her many letters. It would be
perfectly possible for her to dance her way through life, she
does it so well-and
to only stop long enough to compose some
of those catchy little songs which have made her famous in the
annals of 1920.

HENRIETTA

COSTIGAN

A whiff and a whirl, and we have Henri-.

flashing over the

floor with true Spanish dash and style.
The Carmen
look In
?er eye-'n
everything!
She has a breeze (there's no deny109 th~t) even I? the point of . loosing her temper-yea,
even 10

the ~omt and pinacle of bobbing her hair-but
that is the part
we like about her. The "don't touch me, for you never can
tell what I'll do," is her fascination.
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MARY COUGHLIN
Mary

long ago joined

the "Alician

circle,"

viction thai history, at least as taught in C.
come dry.
(You remember how the noble
torical conversation
to poor Alice, when she
Pool of Tears, in a vain attempt to dry her

with the con-

C" can never beMouse applied hisclimbed out of the
off?)

But we rather
think that with her sympathy.
humor,
thoughtfulness,
Mary will always find life something more
than a Caucasus-race!

and
real

We hear it rumored
that leiter-writing
is an accomplishment
for her, and we hope that, as a faithful
"alum.,"
Mary will
furnish us with interesting news of herself, wherever she goes.
History
patronized

MARGARET

is progress,
you know, and
daily, won't always suffice!

even

Norwich

trolleys,

DAVIES

"Dave's"
magnanimous soul finds expression in doing everything from singing alto profunda
to shooting cupid's surest darts.
Beginning with her captaincy
of our Freshman
Hockey
Team,
Dave's presence has been felt on all ensuing athletic occasions,
and as first College Song Leader. she has cheered en the entire
college, with noble results.
She recently discovered
rious phases of gymnasia,

her hitherto latent talent
and now takes her place

in the vaamong the

elite of C. C.'s Muscularly Developed.
We can only wish
her joy in physically educating the rising generation of young
America.

DOROTHY

DOANE

There
was a time when the young lady III question was a
confirmed egg nogg drinker-s-her
room was truly a dauy farm,
and she carried 'out the back to nature
idea by stirring said
egg nogg with a stick!
Although
Runty
has not majored
in
Hygiene,
she is nevertheless
a sworn enemy of dirt.
To prove
the old adage that good things come in small
packages,
just
listen for her voice in the choir.
As a manager
Liz is a wiz
and should surely make a go in biz,
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ROSE AND

OLIVE

DOHERTY

There's
absolutely no use in trying to
even in a write-up-so
why Iry. They
the heavenly twins and, though we have
to see them in the robes of angels, they

sep.arale

the Dohertys

arrived on campus as
R.ever ha,d the chance
stili continue
as such.

As far as tickets French and Spanish plays, and Service
League activities are concerned we wish they were triplets. In

temperament Rose and Olive are very different and not at all
twin-like, although they do agree on the idea that it's very
"suite" to meet a "fellow" in Plant.
At present they hold the
record for automobile riding and are signed out more times than
any other person in Blackstone.
If they knew that this little
account was being written about lhem they would ask it to he
stated that they do not study much but have given it up entirely.

MARJORIE
,

Beneath

~arj's

nustler: Funnslance,
straddhng,

and

calm ,exterior,

DOYLE
there's

a

good

deal

of

the

there sbasket-bal], and rope-climbing, boom

all those miraculous

deeds

on the gym lIoor!

E?d~rance

~nd pluck make Marj as succeasfu] in· studies as
she IS .10 athletics.
~hal would we do if we dido', run across
a studious ngur.e bendmg over some book of ancient lore in the
corner of the libr ary annex?
But Gr~ek an.d Latin ha,ven't pulverized her yet, judging
from the lively interest which Marjorie takes in the land of
Jazz and the lane! of Men!
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FLORENCE

EDWARDS

"Eds" lives in the Chern. Lab. learning formulae for fun.
When she's amid the fumes, this rising chemist is very sober,
but when she isn't. not even C. C. mud can daunt her cheery
"Hello, there!"
An honor student since her arrival, she has
made the long, hard road to Chemistry much easier for others
to travel, by her patient, untiring, good-humored aid to timid
beginners, terrified by the mysteries of H"O and cae.
The one pleasure we don't have to force Eds into is baseball.
With Dutch pitching and Ede behind the bat, no wonder '20's
baseball team is invincible. How clearly we remember her in
her Freshman year, learning the formula written on her new
sneaks while she waited at the bat!

MILDRED FAGAN
Mildred Fagan is a jolly
A jolly young girl is she.
She calls for her book;
She calls for her fun;

young girl,

She calls for her cavaliers three.
nice young chap is he.

A

To come back to earth and 10 prose again,-Mildred
peach of a girl,-one

you can depend

upon.

She

is

is a
always

ready and willing, especially when it comes to teaching French
and playing piano; and she does them well, 100. She has a contagious smile, and when she laughs you've

just got to laugh along

with her.

HELEN

GAGE

Helen's ideals, tastes, and manner are expressions of an artistic spirit. You can well believe this when you consider that
many people think her "pretty," This is true of all her activities-in the Dramatic Club, of which she was president her
junior year, or basketball, and hockey teams, and more especially in her oil-painting and designing, In the latter she is
unique. We speak of such styles of form-compositions as the
Doric and Ionic, and equally well-known is the Helen-Cage
style of color-composition. In still another form does she give
expression to her temperament,-those wistful strains of "Clover
Blossoms" she sings with much feeling, and the same has been
a pleasant source of entertainment at C. C. for the last four
years. These accomplishments as well as her quiet dignity bespeak her fine personality.
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ALICE GARDNER
"I don',

find I gil through

any more work

By tumbling out o" bed at sun-up,
Than I do, if I lie in bed a spell,
And

let the universe get het up
And running a leetle mite:'

Gentle reader. you arc now gazing into the faithful
eyes of
Winthrop's
"Dog," who answers 10 the call of "AI."
Wi~tbrop discovered,
one dark night, thai her bark was a valu~b.e

weapon of defense for a houseful of helpless females, and

SInce

then she has been given full leash.
The sudden arpeggios of subtle wit and humor, which continually burst in upon Aj's solemn chords, have made us diagnose her poetic soul as a puzzling combination
of Keats, Mat~

thew Arnold.

and Lewis Carroll.

Turn to the College News, the archives of Mandolin
and
Literary
Clubs, and 10 "gym,"
for memorials of her labor.
latent talent. and
lateness,

MARION

GAMMONS

Yea!
If you want to be argued down in a concise, pithy
manner,
go to Marion 1 We don't know whether she got her
forcefulness
in delivery
from Logic or from Public Speaking,
but we do know that she understands
a lot about Spinoza and
Nietzsche,
and the abnormalities
of the human mind given over
to obsessions,
and such!
Also that a hockey field makes her
feel at home,
What
would we have done without Marion's
bare knees to test the temperature
of those frosty November
mornings when '20's soccer squad turned out for practice?
Marion
has been an enthusiastic
Americanization
worker on
the Executive
Committee
of the Service League, and can tell
you a lot about Children's
Movies.
For perfect comfort, give her an easy chair, a box of Pete's,
and a rattling story.
Happiness,
Q. E. D.

ZEVEL Y GREEN
"":~ll.
Zeve, wha.t is your latest acquisition
to your hope
chest.
If we receive only a smile for an answer we have
an !dea that it is another piece of her exquisite embroidery
or
sewmg.
Zeve could make a home on a desert island if she
could. have. a need I.e and thread.
But she doesn't spend all
her lime With a .thlmble, for the pains which she takes with
her lessons proclaim her the conscientious student.
Zeve never
lacks for an opini~n nor the courage to express it plainly.
Ouch 1 Her downrIghtness does her credit.
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FANCHON
Fanchon

is the most

stylish

HARTMAN
girl

in college;

gaze

upon

her

plaid tam and be convinced.
Sad to even think about, Fanchon's
college career almost
ended last year.
The Lyceum heard of her famous rendition
of the "Dainty
Step."
We have never decided whether it was
her true art or her pig-tail with the red ribbon which won her
fame.
"F ranch"
for short, when she gets clubby with herself, was
perfect
as Mrs. Walden
in "The
Truth."
How did Clyde
Fitch know her well enough to put her in his play?
No one speaks a foreign language
so fluently as Fanchon
speaks French.
Again it is a question of dramatics;
will she
forsake the American
stage to become a French star?
When
it comes
cient editor-in-chief

to "News,"
Fanchon
of our college paper.

is O.

K.

as the effi-

MARION HENDRIE
the

In all Connecticut
College about
privilege
of knowing
Marion

three people were
Frances
Hendrie.

granted
The

chosen few got behind the bristling green felt hat and the intellectual tortoise shells with the black silk ribbon which lends
such a distinguished
air to eye glasses or persons.
Some hardy
adventurer
confiscated
the hat of seven gables-hoping
thus to
find the key-stone
which would
unlock Marion's
mysterious
personality;
10 all appearances
she met, with little success, The
rest of us admire Marion,
the actress and President
of the

Dramatic
we

may

Club, and look forward
know

the

real

Marion

to some future day when
through

her

contributions

to

the world of drama and literature.

MARY HESTER
Our phantom
from the River Nile----with
nose and jaw to
match, not to mention
hair.
M. St. Clair has added
local
colour to our community life in form of an idealist, philosopher
and Creek dancer.
Her cold intellectuality,
which has become
so impressive
to Freshmen,
melts a bit in the intimacy of her
boudoir.
Mary's sense of the artistic as displayed
in the line
of interior decorations
is still a latent talent.
She is a dramatic
soul and no stage is quite complete
without her presence. Her
enthusiasm
finds outlet mostly when she is acting the "Hamlet,"
the "Mary
Pickford,"
or the "Chester
de Luxe."
We are
thankful
to have had her in our midst for these four long
years and are loathe to give her up except that we b-lieve her
name will shine as a psycho-anelyist,
spiritualist
leader
or
Broadway
danseuse.
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LORETTA
Here's

10

PRINCELY

HIGGINS

our budding prima donna, "l-liggiel"

.~ow we

marvel at her voicec-c-to say nothing of her never Failing a~bition as concerns the voice.
She will gel somewhere.
that is
cerlain-and
that somewhere
will nol be commuting
between

dear C. C. and dear music teacher.
a real stage-Caruso
elite of grand opera

bUI

resting substantially on

to the left, Garden
10 the right and the
scattered
hit and miss about. "Higgie."

Loretta has untold-of ability in writing up the chief events
staged in U. S. A., and C. C, and has the unusual gift of
composing
Her

sensational

dashing

head-lines.

personality

will nol

soon ba forgotten

at "the

college on the hill by the sea,"

MADELINE

HINCHEY

"On bokes for me to rede I me delyte."
You've often wondered, when you passed the library desk
day after day in your patient search for knowledge, just what
lies beneath the inscrutable brow and thoughtful eye of this
severe librarian?
Well, we'll frankly admit that it's a bit of
a secret to us, loa, for during her four years of commuting,
Madeline has given us little opportunity for knowing her real
self.
We felt it, Freshman Year, when she won Mrs. Syke'e
prize in Public Speaking, and since then, in her faithful charge
of the royal treasury of Student Government.
Which is her hobby? (I) American "Lit.", (2) Musical
..[nterp.",
(3) "Affinities" for" '19", or (4) puzzling her
friends?

GLADYS HOOD
Unswervingly

loyal

10 her

friends,

close-mouthed.

tactfuk--.

that is "Cladys all over." A close friendship of four year's
standing has never revealed the slightest trace of claws!
A genuine student and lover of books, she has always put
studies first. Hence the daily glimpses we get of a small
figure with a surprising capacity for covering ground. swimming through the snow-banks of the hockey field, despite icy
blasts tearing at her garments. Hence, also, those delectable
"A's," bristling upon her reports.-mute
testimonials which
with all our souls. we yearn to possess.
"
The lure of the theatre has been known to take her from
her hobby of writing papers. but such occasions are rare.
When in the future she helps swell the ranks of history instructors, we prophesy thai she will be. more than ever, a
credit to C. C.
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ALICE HORRAX
"How
you was, girl?"
Al throws
a friendly
arm over
your shoulder
and smiles down at you.
"Doug"
Fairbanks
himself simply isn't in it with a smile like that.
If you're
grouchy or blue, Al "peps" you lip; she's a sure cure for a
bromide
and a good antidote for a wet blanket,
Athletically
speaking, she's a winner.
Those limbs that were built more for
strength and speed than grace, have made her a whiz at tennis,
on the soccer field, and in the Farmerette's
potato patch. Dramatically speaking,
as "Simple Simon" she was simplicity to the
nth degree.
Seriously,
as the first President
of the Service
League,
and as Freshman
and Senior
President
of our class,
she has been one of the most splendid executives that C. C. has
ever had or can ever hope to have,
As for herself, she will
always be the best "beloved"
of the Class of 1920.

ARVILLA

HOTCHKISS

In her short career, Arvilla has been locked up a number of
limes.
Don', be alarmed; it's nol for criminal offenses, hut
rather for every kind of germ and bug.
She has the exact
statistics of her trips to the Infirmary,
and Isolation Hospital,
bul her room is being fumigated so we can', gel hold of them,
In dramatics,
she is always a central and imposing person.
She
is very musical and has given Blackstone
the fare opportunity

of hearing good music at any hour of the day, providing someone-puts

on the records.

Her

favorite

occupations

are:

1. Talking about the Fat Boy,
2.

Telephoning home,

4.

Taking

exams.

late.

To get down to historical and mathematical
star basket-ball
player, and enthusiastic athlete.

fads,

she

is a

DOROTHY

HOVER

What .is that wild gibberish that bursts upon our ears?
Only
Dot talkmg in one of a dozen
different
Slavic
languages,
or
possibly reading aloud from her Polish newspaper.
An Americanization
and
Reconstruction
enthusiast?
Well,-rather!
Immigrants
looking to us for help have a friend in Dot;
ask
anyone in the Service League Cabinet
about that.
Sometimes
she has a surprisingly
naive nonchalance
about things in general,
but she has our congratulations
upon her interest in making an
America
of real Americans,
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KATHRYN

HULBERT

Hail Felecia!
"AI. what is a soul~male?"
Kay IS right
there with questions;
that is, if she isn't up under
the eaves
listening to the musical pitter-petter
of the raindrops.
The fertility of her mind has led her to active participation
along various lines. As president, she led us safely through the
Sophomore year, as she now is guiding the Literary Club. Her
musical appreciation.
with the help of her literary ability combined 10 give us our first and memorable
college hymn-though

we cannot say that this is the only him in which she is interested.
Perhaps Kay pictured
when she wrote:
"We'll

herself

soon be far away

already

on distant

shores

from thee

And river. hills. and thy gray walls

Will ever seem
To be a dream
Of long ago."

MILDRED

HOWARD

Yea, Miff!
That is a cry often heard
on the field. For
Miff is our athlete par excellence.
Every team has seen her the
star many, many times.
A winning personality
and a true sport attitude go with her
almost perfect
form on the field and her good natured fun has
won her many friends here at C. C. But don't ruffle her hair
for she likes to look neat; don't call her Milly for she's sure to
get fussed.
As President
Let's give three

AGNES

JENNINGS

When it comes to dressmaking,
Parisian
styles,
Portuguese
dialect, and Spanish influenza, Agnes is right there!
Do you think her quietness and love of home will keep her
from exploring the arid heights of South America,
when there
~omes a demand for her linguistic powers?
Portuguese,
SpanIsh, German, French, at your service.
Agnes is tall and stately,
sr~ctor III modern languages;
might pass.

and will make
an impressive
but even as private secretary

Sincerity and conscientiousness
have
their
think Agnes is sometimes a lillie too shy. (?)

reward

but

Ill-

she
we

,
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of the A. A. she has
cheers for Miff.

made

a great

success.

IRENE

JORDAN

She may be small, but she's right there every time.
Decision
and determination
are writ large, from the roseate crown of her

head to the sole of her No.2

A shoe.

As dainty Irene came 10 us late in her college career, we don',
know her as well as we wish we did, bul we are perfectly sure
of one thing; she is an enthusiastic chaperone
for Freshmen.
There is a mystery about Irene.
Was she ever a ventriloquiet? The unexpected
range of her vocal powers suggests that
she might have

SARAH
OUf class mascot

Lewis.

been.

LEWIS

gave some of his surplus

"pep"

That is doubtless what caused her delightful

10 Sarah

giggle so

often

to disturb the quiet of library or classroom.
Sarah is a
"town girl," which, of course, explains her frequent lateness to
classes.
She is interested in secretarial work, that is, when not
100

hard

straightened

pressed

keeping' her complicated

social program

out.

EDITH

LINDHOLM

The latest bulletin
from the second fleer of Plant
House
reads that long-nailed
fingers are again
being used.
We·re
mighty glad to hear about it because
the short, well-bitten
variety never did seem to fit in with Teed's lovely appearance.
As President
of our class and as Chairman
of the Executive
Committee she has done splendid work, and has shown a sense
of fair play.
It would be pleasant to prophesy Teed's future
life-she
can do so many things--but
we like to picture her
silting in a veritable garden of Eden picking luscious Baldwin
apples.
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ALBERTA

LYNCH

This is the girl who is kindhearted
to everyone
except to the
Special Delivery boy who is obliged 10 co~e up through sleet,
snow, and rain almost evuy Sunday mor nrng.
But, Alber.ta.
how did it happen thai you were the only girl at S~ng Pr actice

who knew the Amherst song?
She's fond of playing Peek-aboo.
We wonder if it was the cigar in Charlie's picture that
started her on this favorite game.
Alberta
surpasses most of us
by being so well read. This is due in great pari to her courses
in Library Science. in History. and in Currenl Events.
"Bert"
is ambitious as is shown by the reams and reams of leiters that
she writes every week.
Perhaps Ihal accounts for the "Specials"
too.
Her pel form of greeting is a smile and "How are you,
child?"

DOROTHEA

MARVIN

Dot is very
eloquent in expounding
pragmatism.
She was
among the first of our numbers to sign the Declaration
of Independence.
In the dining room she has shown extreme discretion
in assigning table mates unto each other.
To give one
a touch of the truly personal, it might be well to expound a few
words upon her hair of rare and preponderant
beauty-c-spjashea
of sunshine, golden threads, tinted autumnal
[eaves and sparkling
glory.
The stray ends of aforesaid
article believe in freedom
of thought even as does the wearer,
and they may be seen by
the casual observer at any time, expressively
airing their views.
Magnanimously
progressive,
pre-eminently
co-operative,
it may
well be said the higher the fewer.

DOROTHY

MATTESON

. Why is Do!~ie such a cl~p at solving complexes?
Perhaps it
because she IS such a delightful complex,_an
eternal surprise,
herself.
One minute she's swimming through waters of philos.ophy deep enough .to drown the res! of us; the next, her quick
Wit puts our elow-miededness
to shame.
Now, she is the wisest
little woman in the world;
again, she has the heart of a child.
Dorothy may look very shy and demure but she has a "will"
o~ her ow~. in more senses than one.
Like most people with a
gift of wntmg, our essayist-philosopher
is a creature of moods
f. course she is sad when she is blue but we are sure that she
will be happy when she's gray."
IS

9
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JUSTINE McGOWAN
"Still water runs deep"-that is our "Dutch," for she is our
Mat. shark, to say nothing of being deep in all her other
academic pursuits. Then she manages successfully the finances
of the Seniors with no confusion or noise.
But this is not her only contribution to her class. Have you
ever noticed she is always one of the big supports for '20 on
the athletic field?
From the season of hockey and soccer in
the fall, through a winler of basket-ball, then on to baseball in
the spring, she is always there. Especially the last sport makes
"Dutch" famous.
It is a lucky thing for the class that she
shines here as being able to throw the ball rather than the
"bull." She is wise because she lets her actions speak for her.

JESSIE R. MENZIES
\Vho can help loving Jessie, our Campbell
smile and good word for everyone,

never

Kid?

She has a

losing her temper,-

only giving us a silly little laugh and some jolly remark.
is 50 good and Irue,--as lovely inside as outside.
We' of len wonder

why Jessie

is such

a man-hater

She

for surely

her rosy cheeks, her bright brown eyes, and her big soul which
is in keeping with her 991..10 perfect feel could capture a man.
What will Blackstone do without a "Jessie" for her president
next year, and what would our class have done without "Jess"
as Vice-President
this year?

MARGARET

MILLIGAN

"By their works ye shall know them:'
Peg's works are
mostly in the field of science. There is nothing she can't tell
you about, from the left hind leg of a grasshopper to tracing
your descent from your arboreal ancestors.
However, it is
chiefly the present" generation which claims her attention for
Peg intends to be a doctor. She frequently tries out so~e of
her theories, gleaned from Hyginene 11~12, upon her innocent
but long-s~ffering friends.
But those who have had the privilege .o~ being nu~sed by her will vouch for her efficiency as a
physician.
Peg IS noted for her blue eyes and her emotional
rendition of "Mary had- a William-goat" in high A.
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MARIE
Whoever

knows

word "placid."

Marie,

MUNGER
needs

no

further

definition

.of

the

The Sphinx may elope with a pyran:ud, !he

moon wink al the stars, or the sun turn a somersault
In midheavens, but Marie lose her tranquillity?
Never!
It i~superlIuous to add thai her manner is as kind as her temper IS even.
Just 10 hear her say. "Come up and see me,". is pro~f of .he,r
cordiality.
Her mind may be peaceful
but It certainly
ISO t
dead.
If there is anything that she doesn't know about Math.

or Bible, we'd like to be shown.

1JOAN

MUNRO

You remember
her, of course, by that curl on the middle of
her forehead
and that Rooseveltian
smile with its perfect teeth.
Yes, she once dropped
the "hatch,"
but now she reads Pilgrim's Progress
just because
she likes the author's name,
On
the dance
floor or on the athletic
field she's bound to Win
honors, and besides she's-s-oh,
so conscientious.
At typewriting
she is sure to let loose her large and varied vocabulary,
and,
in the evenings when Blackstone
girls have callers, she likes to
rush in and be friendly
no matter if she isn't dressed for company!
Joan's
a mighty good game sport and we love her.

DOROTHY

MUZZY

"P~ecious things come in small packages."
Quantitatively,
Dot lives up to her name, but qualitatively,
she is a little giant.
It would lake a good many pages of write-ups
to tell about her
determination
to "carryon"
in spite of difficulties, and to be
plucky when such odds as appendicitis
are against her. No misfortune has e~er kept her from doing her lessons thoroughly
and
well.
All thiS, sounds. as though, Dorothy were very formidable,
but far from It, she IS one of 20's daintiest
and most lovable
girls.
We can't ~eny that she loves to be petted, but if she
should ever be spoiled, whose fauh would it be bUI our own?
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ELIZABETH

NAGY

Elizabeth Virginia as her name implies is indirectly connected with England's greatest queen, although directly she is of
F ranco-Austrich extraction. Her regal poise and bearing proclaim her in every respect the lady which she is. And heauufully unconscious of this awe-inspiring mind, she blooms and
unfolds in her respective philosophy and biology classes like a
sensitive dew-kissed gardenia, She has a remarkable allachment for fish, and any Saturday one may find her in the Biology
laboratory exploring with deft agility the hidden recesses of a
fish's brain. We might say that during Sophomore year she was
Captain of the Volley-Ball team and this year she is VicePresident of the History Club and chairman of the Entertainment Committee of the French Club. She shows a vital interest in all college activities, especially athletics, Elizabeth Virginia is a girl to make any father's heart glad-even though she
might not get the point of his jokesl

LA FETRA
Clang-clang!
quiet hours!

palpitates

Three

PERLEY

Clean's

cow-bell

years of House-Presidency

for

Winthrop's

have made Fe!a

wickedly efficient in thai little duty, but we secretly respect the
serene dignity,

poise, and patience

which has gone 10 the making

of it.
Perhaps thai's why we wanted her for Vice-President our
Junior year, and for Chairman of the Class-Day
Committee this
year.
Also, it may be the reason for her numerous A's in

Sociology.
Fete's strength of mind has been one of Winthrop's
[ortes
this year, but Freshmen duties have kept her so occupied Ipal
we haven't seen as much of her as formerly.

HELEN

PERRY

As she did not come to us until her Sophomore year, Helen
deserves great credit for her immediate entrance into the life of
C. C. and her quick, intelligent understanding of this campus.
Because of her sincerity, ability, and honest good-will towards
her friends and Connecticut College. she was given the honor
of being the fifth President of the Student Government Association,
As "Eddie" in the Musical Comedy, Perry brought down the
house with "Help her, help her ? Say, kid. will I help her )"
Her dramatic coup-d'etat» have been many and brilliant. Likewise she can sing and talk well, think clearly, and act wiselv,
but more than all these, Helen Perry has a genius for friendship-and
an "unsuppressed desire" for new hats.
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LEAH

NORA

PICK

We are a lillie bit confused as to where to begin to tell you
about Leah, for we find thai she represents many sides of ~ur
college life. She has steered the Presidential wheel for S~rvlce
League. as earnestly and efficiently as she portrayed .~he l!1del-

ible character of Lied Long in the Junior triumph,
Sadie of
the Salt Cellar," or the "Voice from the Ash-Can:'
And we
cannot forget Pickie's prowess for the dance!
During Freshman year, Leah gained her rightful position
among the intellectually
elite of C. C. Here., qUle.lly and unobtrusively,
she has played her part.
We might cite her proficiency as pianist, linguist, Americanization
enthusiast, upholder
of Freshman
decorum in trolley cars, and devotee of mice!
We look to Leah
Voyage,"

in hopeful

aspiration,

and

wish

her

"Bon

ESTHER

PIHL

Don't
bother to look things up in a "readers
guide."
Ask
Esther,-she's
an unerring
Information
Bureau
when it comes
to any possible
question concerning
books or magazines.
Her
appreciation
of literature
is as hearty
as her criticism of it is
keen.
To see Esther is to be assured
that a book-lover
is by
no means a drab, dusty person.
Quite to the contrary, her poise
and beauty,
as well as her knowledge,
will be valuable assets
to the library
in which she works.
Underneath
Esther's serene
dignity,-by
the way, don't ever Iry to upset it,-and
her quiet
reserve, there is a sensitive soul and a friendly,
responsive heart,
Indeed
to be her friend,
is truly to be blessed.

CLARISSA RAGSDALE
The curtain parts, and we behold a Titian
artist
in smock
and tam, slashing away at a ten-league
canvas.
Nev'er mind if
the brushes originally came from Room 102, New London Hall,
and are not made of "comet's
hair."
The results that hana
invitingly
on conspicuous
walls and bulletin
boards,
and that
treesfcrm
o~r gym. to a fair apple-blossom
bower
in Prom.
tune, are evidence that "Kissa" has found her work,
~ot only have .~usical
Comedies
welcomed
her joyfully
as
a picturesque
addlllOn, but the gym. floor has claimed
her as
basket-ball
and track captain,
and especially
will the springboard mourn her absence . . .!

.It w~s a breeze from the sunny south that brought her to our
midst, l~ JUnior year, and we only hope the future will receive
her as Joyfully as we did.
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ISABELLE

RUMNEY

Enter Belly with rich spontaneous bursts of song. She's ever
light-hearted,
energetic and sociable-always interested, seldom
talking about herself.
"She loves to prance, and oh, she loves
to sing," which facts have made her essential to C. C. Remember those mandolin
and vocal duets-especially
"Honey,
honey."
Does that account for the large U. S. N, delegation
which was at her service Sophomore and Junior years, or the
uncountable
number of telephone calls?
Betty has lots of ability and as Chairman
an untiring Service League worker.

of Kebac

has been

She majored
in Dietities-which
was wise--and
her Johnnie
cakes au-well
you know!
But she's terribly
forgetful
about
things-can
we lay it to that solitaire
on her left hand, so
dainty

and petite?

Youthful

KATHERINE

Betty,

ah-men-a-men.

SCHAEFER

"Drink 10 me only with thine eyes" we sing, as T rina smiles
at us out of those naughty brown eyes. We suspect that some
one took 100 deep a draught from this source of refreshment
and
became intoxicated, else why should Katherine
devote so many
hours to embroidering
bureau scarfs,
guest towels, and sofa
covers, for a certain chest of which she has whispered indefinite
somethings j Although,
from
hearing her tell of the accom-

plishments of her family,
one of exceptional

for her frequent

W~

have been led to believe that it is

merit. we are sure that there are other reasons
visits 10 Middletown.

DORA

SCHWARTZ

She's famous Jar her week-end trips which usually start on
Wednesday
and end late Tuesday
night, although of course
we won t say that she sees Hartford
on each trip-that
would
be assuming too much. Dora's scientific, chemically alert mind
would never let us go ahead on more assumptions, and we can't
prove it absolutely.
As husband and lover she has whispered
sweet nothings into the ears of our handsome heroines, be they
German or American.
Probably
she thinks it's good business
policy. If you want to verify these statements you can find her
in one of two places-in
the Lab. where she's said to be "a
wiz. at Phys.'
or dancing.
She'd rather dance than-oh
wellthan do equations!
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ELEANOR

SEAVER

Here is the Immortal "Age of Innocence" herself. Can't
you Just hear her emgmg "Love Lifteth
Me" in true revival
style?
When she dances, one suspects thai she is really more
of a fairy than a human being. Perhaps she alway~ forgets ~he
things that we poor mortals tell her because she IS dr.eaml~g
of a Fairy Prince who sends her ~andy c1e~r from C~J.for.D1a.
OUf "baby" doesn't make much norse about It, but she ts a little
Queen of Hearts just the same.

CALFERNIA

SMITH

Everything she undertakes 10 do is done to the best of her
ability. You see it in her walk and the way her teeth close.
When she went into physical ed., immediately Fern was one
of 1920's athletics. To see her tackling apparatus, would you
ever think she "Ken" be so coy with her hints (Hinz) during
Prom. week ends? And yet when the girls (sitting on her couch
and mussing up her pillows) talk of careers for women, Fern
doesn't enter the argument. She simply thinks, "Careers may
b~ all right but, 'A men's a mon for a' that"!"

EDITH
Genius
IS

moves in a quiet

way,

SMITH
its wonders

10 perform.

Edith

a girl of few words, but many deeds. She's such a shark that

lessons are mere play for her; writing musical compositions
of
exceptional merit, a favorite pastime; doing quantities of church

work, a pleasant avocation. She's so thoroughly good and capable, through and through, that we can't find any fault with her
unl~ss.it is that s~e is slow as well as sure. We regret tha;
Edith IS so busy Wlt~ her m~ny duties that we aren't given a fair
chance t.o get acquainted With the splendid personality beneath
her placid. good-humored exterior.
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HELEN

STURGES

The tall, imposing creature is not always as dignified as this
picture might indicate, except perhaps when she is rounding up
recreant Discussion Croup members, or teaching the young idea
10 shoot, which is one of her weekly pastimes.
Helen is famous for Sheldon house-parties,
a unique reperloire of classic "imitations,"
and an unlimited store of musical
knowledge.
It is even rumored thai she can tell you the number of every hymn in the Hymn-book!
(The Physical Educetion department
will have greater difficulty in telling you the
number of times she has cui gym. during the last few months 1)
In the "mad, whirling eddy" of college life, it has been
good thing' to have had a solid rock like Helen in our midst.

DOROTHY
Listen-What

is thai noise?

a

STELLE
Thai is only Noisy Stelle racing

Lip-stairs. She has just had a long distance
call from Hartford.
Those first two years when Stelle spent most of her time
racing around, living up to her nickname, we little dreamed thai

she would be walking off a half year ahead

of us with

her

degree assured,
and her career hopefully
paved
out with
"pebbles."
Is it strange that Stelle pursued the domestic so coostantly

this year?

is a good sport, always enjoys a good joke, and
right there with hells on, when there is anything doing.
Stelle

IS

ESTHER
I'

TABER

[.

Our "T abe" is what we would call a good sport.
On the
spur of the moment she is ever ready 10 "lake one up" on anything.
Nothing phases her-not
even a hot dog roast without a
fire or leaving
her studies at any hour of the night to walk
with a friend, say---'---toPlant.
She always has a good word for
everyone.
Our basket-ball and volley-ball
teams could not have
done without her and, furthermore,
she honors the class by being
one of our two majors in Latin.
Yes, the smile on . her face
makes us all happier in knowing our "T abe."
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MARJORIE

VIETS

It does not always follow that people who are unusual students are people of warm human sympathies;
neither is it necessarily true thai a real etude can "rock the house" when appearing
as the typical old maid in a country choir, or at a dog show.
However,
these things are sa with Marjorie.
If you are an English professor she is a genius in your class;
if you are a gym. teacher, she vainly tries to take off from two
feel.
If you live in her dorm. she is a nurse and house mother;
if you are an acquaintance she is just and kindly, and if you

have the fortune

10

be a friend she is loyalty itself.

GRACE

WALLER

Grace
would
never tell you anything
about
herself so we
will have to.
She is always
at your service and considering
others before herself.
Conscientious
never neglecting

the last analysis,
never
daily assignments-especially

10

cutting classes
French,

and

As chairman
_of the "Family
Visiting
Committee"
in the
Service League, she has already
adopted seven little urchins who
take a good deal of her time,
Grace's
favorite pastime is telling
playing about on the law-n in front

MARION

WARNER

Gym. is her hobby,
Chemistry her ambition,
Slamming

doors

her

indoor

sport.

.She

has a sunny disposition of which she is naively unconas she IS of her other sterling qualities.
However,
Dame
Rumor ha~ it that Marion spends some of her few spare moments looking at her reflection i_n the mirror.
Perhaps she does,
-but
who can blame her?
1hat doesn't mean that she is an
indoor dolly.
If you've ever seen her swing a bat on the baseb::1I1diamond, you know that she is one of Nature's
own.
SCiOUS,

Her middle name should
Industry or Independence?
As for
Wherever

begin with
Or bOlh?

"uke"
performances,
she is, "there's music

I.

her ditties
in the air."

Would
can't

it stand
be

for

touched,
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us about Dr. Lei-b's
of Winthrop
ho-use,

go-ats

LAURA WARREN
Here comes the trolley from Willimantic!
Of course Laura,
unhurried and happy, will get off al the car station, and tell us

about her week-end at home,-if there is a thoroughly faithful
daughter, a genuine home-loving body among us, Laura is that
girl. However, during the little lime that she is on campus, her
friends proht by her solicitude for their comfort and happiness.
Those who are less well acquainted with Laura, know that she
isn't ashamed of the fact that she would rather study History
or French, than do anything else in the world.

IRENE
"Everything
we venture

WHOLEY

swift runs with light feel,"

to say that Irene

would

have

50 the poet sings, and
covered the n-million

miles around the globe, by the 13th of July,
loose at the rate she covered

Track Meet.
Invincible

the

IOO-yd.

if we had let her

dash

in the Outdoor

But we needed her to support the left wing of the

Senior

Soccer

team,

and

to "center"

our rival's

at-

tention on the basket-hall five.
Her love of Eepagncle and the luring guitar may lead her
far to unknown

parts, hut no mailer what role she assumes, C. C.

will hear from her in spite of her silence.
write!

And

Irene

can

ELIZABETH

WILLIAMS

Essentially an artist with her variegated blue, green, yellow
and red mural decorations, she makes a pretty spectre on the
basket-ball field looking like Apollo Belvedere with straight
hair. In structure she might pass as the daughter of Abraham
Lincoln, except that those who know constitutional history of
America recognize that he was lacking in feminine descendants.
Some say, "She hath a lovely face, but oh, those feet." If they
were undirected and allowed 10 meander at random they would
meet at a point making an angle of 45°. the toes meeting at the
vertex and the line of the foot carrying out the metaphor. If I
were to continue, I might say-she
bends in the summer
zephyrs like a blooming sapling, or her voice is like low-whispering breezes.
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EMMA WIPPERT
Some of us discovered Emma four years ago, on an Outing
Club trip 10 Gales Ferry, and ever since then have been awed
by her tenacity of purpose and her fearful resolutions 10 do or

die!

Of course there's the buck-but

who wouldn't be timid

before such an obstacle?
And then there's typewriting,
which
she lakes so tenderly to heart!
In case Emma takes life as
seriously as she took some courses
in college, we're going
to
label all our communications,
so that there II be no misunderstanding, "Union labels to insure consumers," the kind produced
in Economics'
.2, in 1919r
Or in Contemporary
Drama!

"0

COLLEGE YEARS"

(Tune .. Mendelssohn's

"F aremclZ")

a

college years, how swift they run;
OUf love for thee has but begun,
Dear Alma Mater by the sea.
We'll soon be far away from thee,
And river, hills, and thy grey walls
Will ever seem
To be a dream

01 long ago.

a

may the freedom and the strength

01 hill and river be at length,
Dear Alma Mater by the sea.
A symbol of our love for thee
And friendships prove that coliege days
May never seem
To be a dream

01 long ago.

K. H. 'ZO.
5Z

JUNIOR

HISTORY

OF THE

'Twas on the good ship' 20
In the merry fall of the year,
That a crowd of mariners set sail
With Capt'n "Teed" to steer.
Oh gay and lively were the crew

And jolly to behold,
For Jess was there to keep the chart,

And Joan to count the gold.
And Feta paced the upper-deck
As the captain's mate. you know,
While Mary led the chanty-songs

On deck far down below.
And loud they sang to the briney deep
And soft they hummed to the stars,
As the ship sailed on thro' the unknown
seas
With its crew of eager tars.

"The fire of consecration"
Was sending the good ship swift,
When

OF

1920

And

they cheered for their sister ships
three
That were snug in the same old clover;
And one was on her maiden trip,
And one on her last trip o~er!
And her crew wore strange caps and gowns
And sang in the moonlight dim,
And sailed in a gray little submarine,
And peeked thro' a periscope rim.

When the fog bank rolled away
All took to the open sea,
But the maiden ship that sailed the last,
Kept a little to the lee.

And threw good '20 lolly-pops
And rooted at her side,
And acted as a sister should
Na matter how the tide.

And then "Pep. Jr." was fished from
the sea

As '20's mascot bold,

all at once in a bank of fog

Found on the wild chop-suey night
When the crew ate mess in the hold.

They found themselves adrift!
And yellow placards shot from the sky

And soon after this the Submarine-crew
Spread a banquet feast most fair;
And '20 sat as honored guests,
And many a song filled the air.

In a terrible driving sleet,
And not an inch could they plow along
So down went the anchor sheet.
said the Captain," "we're here to
stay,
So on with the games and the beer.
We'll turn these strange October days
To the merry Mayo'
the year."
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Came a dance in the blue-green light

"Alas,"

Back on old '20's deck,
And ' 19 came and revelled too,
And not a tar broke his neck.

"Ha-Hum't-v-sighed the Clerk, "I'm weary
now,
Please let me lay down my pen,
I'd rather dream than write any moreIt's time to say 'Amen'."

And so they sported with ball and stick
And gave many concerts gay;
And farmerette dinners and masquerades
Helped pass the time away.
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"0, we'll write you a song of poor little
Sadie
Down in her damp Salt Cellar-"

The crew yelled loud to the Clerk of the
Log,
"Go help Cap. at the propeller."
But the Clerk shook his head and looked
out to seaAnd clumsily took up his penAnd a far-away look came into his eyes,
And next murmured "I'll try again."

Oh-"Halt,
Cecelia"·-stop
right there!
You'll land us on a rock.

This frail old boat of '20
Won't

stand too great a shock!

And now the moon is rising low,

"But we've left her behind with "The Man
on the Kerb"

In his beautiful "Lost Silk Hat."
And the rabbit and the babbling brookBut never you mind about that.
For we've learned "The Truth"

The convalescent sailors three,
The jolly tars who pranced,
The naughty vamps who twirled their bells
And the debutantes who danced.

for once

and for all,
And if Perry won't Mari-an.
Then the nice little "Marriage that has
been arranged"
\Vill quite make you lose your Hartman.

The Clerk has closed his book.
The end of the sail is now in sight
And the crew wears a tearful look.
For the Submarine, their first old pal,
Is sailing out beyond.
Tho' the old stone-wall is left with a
charge
And other caps to be donned.

And other offices to be filled,
And the torch to be held on high
Yet-"no
other year can be the same"N a matter how we try.

"I thought you'd remember what happened in May,
Without any word in the log,
Apple-blossoms"-quoth
he-"and
the
second Great Flood
That nearly drowned our Pup-dog."

So we'll sing to honored '19,

And sing to '21,
And sing to '20's sisters
As long as swift tides run.

That island is lying far west to our stern
And the ship is steering her w-ay.
But the memory of our first Prom. week
Is with us forever to stay.

But now three cheers for our Capt'n

Teed
Who's steered us Over the shoals
And pointed the compass straight ahead

To the finest of all goals. _
And oh yes! a mermaid once we caught,
Who sang of mignonette.
And we quite agreed with the nice old

And then we'll sing to Capt'n AIWho's

guy
That we'd help her--"just

coming back to the wheel-

Old '20's loyalty and love

you bet."

Forever may she feel.
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K. H. '20.

"WE WERE

SENIOR SINGS

ONE"

When the hush of evening comes,
And the moonbeams fall
Over campus, quiet, still,

We were one,
We were two.
And then we grew to three,
In this college of pioneers.
But now we are four,
And we're going to grow some more,
In this college of pioneers.
So we 'II sing to you,
Our sisters, '22.
For now we're a college four-square:
With your help we'll set the pace,
In every kind of race,
In this college of pioneers.

Seniors, heed the call!
'Neath the big moon's silv'ry light.
Gather, classmates, all;
F or we'll meet and sing again
By the old stone wall.
After college years are o'er,
Far apart we'll be;
But no matter where we roam,
The same old moon we'll see.
With a touch of sadness then,
Comes a memory
Of our Senior moonlight sings,
Here at dear C. C.

Tune: "The Caisons Go Rolling."
Words: K. H. '20.

Words: H. G. C. '20
Tune : "Yearning"
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OFFICERS OF THE CLASS OF 1923
Julia Warner

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT

Dorothy Randle

SECRETARY

Alice Holcombe

TREASURER

Emily Slaymaker

HISTORIAN

Caroline Francke

CHEER

Elizaheth Moyle

LEADER
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OFFICERS

OF THE CLASS OF 1922

PRESIDENT

Mildred Duncan

VICE-PRESIDENT

Miriam P. Taylor

SECRETARY

Minnie Pollard

TREASURER

Wrey Warner

HISTORIAN

Grace Fisher

CHEER

Helen Coops

LEADER
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OFFICERS

OF THE

Rachel E. Smith
Dorothy W ulf

PRESIDENT
V,CE-PRESIDENT

Esther Watreus

SECRETARY

Alice Purtill

TREASURER

Evelene

HISTORIAN
CHEER

CLASS OF 1921

Taylor

Florence Silver

LEADER
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A MID-NIGHT

FIRE DRILL

Br-r-bz-z-! !-!! shrieked the old fire bell.
It jarred me out of a sound. warm slumber.
Indeed I would not get up. Why under the sun did that old bell ring at this hour? It was
positively disgusting.
Hastily I threw off the ted clothes and scraped my feet over the cold
floor in a hurried effort to fmd my slippers. Would I never reach the light? And the windews, what made them stick? The fire aide's quick, "Hurry up there. get a move on" sent
me banging into the sharp corner of my desk as I rushed for a coat.
My room-mate was
just coming to. Ugh!
How I'd like to shake her for making me do all the work.
I
shuffled out of the door and down the hall in the train of other sleepy eyed. be-horned and
be-smeared maidens.
A gust of cold air smote my face and told me I was at last out or
doors.
The return gong sounded.
Hushed voices were all about me, but I said not a word.
I could not. My whole nervous system as well as my disposition had been wrecked.
I
stumbled my way back to bed and let my room-mate
open the windows and put out the
lights. It was right that she should, I told myself.
But sleep would not come.
I lay in
bed thinking of what had happened.
Suddenly I laughed aloud.
What a grotesque picture we must present during a fire-drill.
It would make a good movie, and yes, a good
theme. I laughed again for I had just really waked up.

E. M. '22.
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OVER THE TOP

11.33 A. M.
Characters: Senior Gym

Time:

Scene:

The Gym

class and the instructor

Various sinister instruments scattered about.
The center of the floor is occupied by a
species of apparatus known as the jumping standard. calculated to strike with terror the most
stout-hearted.
Over the projections thereof is thrown a rope, over which the victims are supposed to jump.
A spring board drawn up to the above-mentioned rope indicates the course to be taken
to achieve this feat. In like manner, for the convenience of the performer, the floor is padded
with three mattresses, which a fertile imagination can too readily visualize as strewn with the
bones of the unfortunate.
A triangle of white. fastened to the middle of the rope, is ready
to wave over your bier.
Twelve heroic spirits have offered themselves, and by means of a flying leap and spasmodic contortions while in the upper regions, have achieved a moderate degree of success.
By the' irony of Fate, you are the thirteenth. Of course they could get over-these
airy
sisters of yours-they
all have twenty pounds less to carry up with them.
Meanwhile, a crowd is assembling in the rear of the room, waiting for the mail. Ever
and anon it is swelled by more students and an instructor or two-all
interested spectators.
They are waiting to witness your fall. The mattresses await you. The instructor is waiting.
You see the tiniest glint of impatience dawning in her hazel eyes.
"Next," she calls. Your hour is at hand.
"Don't worry so," comes the next command. "Take short steps until you get to the
spring-board, get your left foot about in the middle, leap on to the right foot at the end, wait
a second, and let the spring-hoard carry you over."
You repeat these directions twice to see that you have at least the technique. But why
should you not worry?
You know it is physically impossible to get over that rope, but the
instructor's touching confidence in you inspires you with'a desire to die, if need be, on the
spot. You have never yet been over, and you probably never will go over.
"Next," she calls again.
You start.
A series of short rabbit-like hops brings you with right foot where left
foot should be. That fact is disconcerting.
You are however, profoundly thankful that
you have not a third appendage, for however could you keep that in place?
You return to your former starting-point
with still less enthusiasm.
You turn upon
your task-mistress a look of infinite appeal. but it encounters a wall of impentrable resolution.
So might Mary, Queen of Scots, have gazed at her cousin, the cruel Elizabeth.
So might
the innocent Thanksgiving fowl turn its eye from the chopping block toward its execut.ioner.
This time you get your feet placed in their respective positions, and wait. Alack, you
wait too long. You find yourself still standing on the top of the board.
A third attempt! You rush to your fate, grinding your molars grimly as you run. Your
pedal extremities seem to be in separate segments, each of which assumes different curves in
the most distressing manner.
The three upper segments respond to the feeble vestige of willpower left; they soar with you; but the combined efforts of the spring-board and Christian
Science do not suffice to carry you over. The very foundations shake. The mattresses receive unto themselves a tangled mass of rope, jumping-standards,
and a worn-out frame.

E. W. '20.
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Athletic
~~$ociation

OFFICERS OF ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

PRESIDENT

Mildred Howard

VICE-PRESIDENT

Harriet Allen

SECRETARY

Marjorie Doyle

TREASURER

Dorothy W ull
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1920

1916
ATHLETIC
It has

ASSOCIATION

been the attempt of the Association

will be inspired to work-an

this year, to establish an ideal for which girls

ideal of all-round

efficiency,

which emphasizes

not only ath-

letics, but academic standing, good health. spirit, and attitude in games towards team work,

and success and defeat.

An old-English "C" on a blue back-ground is the symbol which

has been awarded to those few deserving at the end of their J unior year. A committee.
composed of the instructors of the Physical Education department, and of the officers of the
association. decided upon the qualifications
of the girls.
Leather and felt pennants arc
awarded annually to those winning the highest, and the next to highest points, in their class.
The first Seniors to win the "C" were:
Allen, Doyle, Howard,

McGowan,

and Warner.

Here are the girls of '20 who won their letters by securing 14 points or over:
Allen, Costigan, Davies, Doyle, Gammons, Gage, Hotchkiss, Hester, Horrax,
ard. Hulbert,

McGowan,

1919

Munro,

Smith, Warner, .Williams,

and Wholey.

FACULTY
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How-

aLLEGE CHOIR

Lesley Alderman
Barbara Ashenden

Dorothy Hubbard
Lavinia Hull

Anna Buell

Marion

Catherine

Bursley

Johneon

Olive Perry
Dorothy Pryde
Maude Purdue
Dorothy. Randle
Elizabeth Sanford

Maud Carpenter

Mary Langenbacker
J eanette Lettney

Elizabeth Colladay

Lydia Marvin

Katharine

Catherine Cone
Helen Coops

Melvina

Ruth Stanton

Margaret Davies
Dorothy Doane

Charlotte Hall
Helen Heminway

Abby Hollister

Mason

Minneola Miller
Charline Mitchell
Elizabeth Moyle
Margaret North
Marguerite
Paul
Helen Perry
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Schaefer

Antoinette
Evelene

Taylor

Taylor

Julia Warner
Mary White
Eleanor Whitten
Harriet Wood ford

RAMATIC CLUB
The Dramatic Club came to our rescue at the last hour-it
took sides against the string bean and set up a definite platform
based upon the fact that "a good woman" has "suppressed desires"
for "lima beans," that is, if "her husband's wife" doesn't interfere.
Going ahead on that
theory the club has done splendid work and has brought forth actresses (and actors, too)
whom Broadway can scarcely hope to equal. We wonder if it's the actresses, the fine
choice of plays, or the settings they play in. or a combination

of them all that draws such

large audiences.

~

OFFICERS

OF THE DRAMATIC

CLUB

Marion Hendrie
Dorothy Henkle
Katharine Troland

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

Marguerite

TREASURER
CHAIRMAN

TRy~OUT

COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE

Lowenstein

Mary Hester
Caroline Francke

,

,II

!
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/~~'"RENCH CLUB

,~r

French Club or Secret Society? The initiation would have
served well at either. Each candidate decided to love, honor, and
speak French always-so Mademoiselle Ernst and the club members
took in a goodly number. French Club immediately brings to one's mind thoughts of the
French Play, which is indeed a big feature each year. Moliere himself must have chuckled
in spirit over the admirable presentation of "Le Malade Imaginaire."

OFFICERS

OF FRENCH

PRESIDENTE

CLUB
Marjorie Carlsson
Mildred Fagan
Anna Flaherty
Blanche Finesilver

VICE-PRESlo'£NTE
SECRETAIRE
TRESORIERE
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"Oh yes, I know those History Clubs--they're
all alike,"
declares the sweet young feminine thing, "absolutely dead, no
'pep.'
The sharks arrive at meetings smacking their lips as if
they had just devoured the second volume of Hayes and wish
they had a third. They know the exact hour that Napoleon met Water-Lou, and they talk
you down if you even mention the date 1492-just
as if it weren't important."
Perhaps that is the general type of History Club-if
so, then ours must be a particular
one. for no one person ever holds forth. You can find at the meetings persons who, like
yourself. want to talk over the topics of the day in order to be prepared to take a place in
the world as "wide-awake" citizens. So if you. happen to meet that frivolous young thing
just invite her to a meeting-will

you?

OFFICERS

OF THE HISTORY

CLUB
Alberta Lynch
Elizabeth Nagy
Ethel Mason
Arvilla Hotchkiss

PRESIDENT
VICE~PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
CHAIRMAN

PROGRAM

CHAIRMAN

MEMBERSHIP

Anna Mae Brazos

COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE
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..

Dorothy Doane
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Bedecked

with bays and rosemary."

Fragrance of fir ~)Oug.hs .burnin~ in .~hames Hall hearth;
glow of many candles flickering In the dim dining-room. as a solemn
and most gorgeous procession

of lords and ladies.

page and jester

I

King and Queen, comes winding in from the faculty-door. to make
the celebration of Twelfth Night an annual Literary Club tradition in onnecticut College.
You haven't forgotten the Queen's little poem?"Twelfth Night r
Star light

"Fair

On the snowCrescent moon,

and still,
hill
Gleams clear.
Lights aquiver,

Setting 500n,
Hangs low---

Running near.

"Chrism as green
Still seen

OUf

On

In the lire.
Christmas peace
Never cease-

our river,

"As we see our bounty here.
We pray the world may know
In court and hut;
Outside. snow and ice,
Inside-our
almost Paradise-Connecticut! "

OUf desire.
good cheer.

. The serious pursuits of happiness. enjoyed by the Club this year. have included the
reading of many letters of Famous Literary Men. and a brief study of the modern ess y.

OFFICERS

OF THE

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE

MEMBERSHIP

COMMIlTEE
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LITERARY

CLUB
Kathryn Hulbert
Alice Gardner
Jessie Bigelow
Katherine Francke
l'vlarjorie Viets
Evelene Taylor

ANDOLIN CLUB

Leader,

Dorothy Gregson

Virginia Neimeyer '23
La F etra Perley '20
Isabelle Rumney '20
Anne Slade '22
Edith Smith '20

'21

Alice Boehringer '23
Clair Calnen '23
Maud Carpenter '20

Helen Collins '20
Katherine Culver '23
Florence Edwards '20
Alice Gardner '20
Mary Hester '20
Olive Holcomb '23
Marion Keene '21
Jean Mnrray '23

Katherine Stone '23

Jeanette Sunderland '23
Miriam Taylor '22

Gertrude T raurig '22
Wrey Warner '22
Irene Wholey '20
Harriet Woodford '23
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ATHEMA TICS CLUB
The

purpose

of the Club

tion of formal papers,
questions

proposed

in a college

course.

PRESIDENT

TREASURER
PROGRAM

COMMITTEE
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aims by the presentadiscussion of

to gain familiarity

with a great

not to be secured in the classroom;
in and regard for the importance of

MATHEMATICS

SECRETARY

it

free and informal

The social side of the meetings

OFFICERS OF THE

CHAIRMAN

by

by the members.

amount of useful and curious mathematical
information
it aims also to promote on the campus a proper interest
mathematics
feature.

is twofold:

as well as

is an especially

CLUB

Florence Edwards
Dorothy Pryde
Elizabeth Hall
Doctor Leib

attractive

PANISH· CLUB
Aqui

estamos, amigas!

We are the little circle of friends interested in Spanish.

It is with

keen enjoyment that we have met together one evening each month to
further friendships through our common interest.
The club has been conducted on an informal basis. and tiresome business meetings cut to the minimum.
Some evenings have been
given entirely to discussion, and on other occasions, games and musical selections have been
added to make the evening even more pleasant. Through the generous support of our friends,
we were able this year to present a Spanish Entertainment.
One of the best features of the
entertainment

was "EI Noche de Mayo,"

ably directed

and arranged

a delightful

by him and Mademoiselle

OFFICERS

comedy written by Senor Barja.
Ernst.

OF THE SPANISH

CLUB
Anna Buller
Helen Collins
Irene Wholey

PRESIDENT
VICErPRESIDENT
SECRETARY

Rose Doherty

TREASURER
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and

"The object of the Service League shall be to unite its members by bonds of friendship
and loyalty, and to inspire them to give their sympathy and to dedicate their services to the
advancement of college interests, community welfare, and national and international causes
destined to benefit humanity."
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OFFICERS
HONORARY
ACTING

OF SERVICE. LEAGUE
Leah Nora Pick '20
Dorothy Gregson '21
Evelene Taylor '21
Constance Hill '22

PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY

. Anna Mae Brazos '21
M arion Gammons '20

TREASURER
CHAIRMAN

OFF -CAMPUS

CHAIRMAN

ON-CAMPUS

CHAIRMAN

ENTERTAINMENT

SOCIAL

SERVICE

FACULTY

ADVISOR

FACULTY

ADVISOR

SERVICE

Dorothy Hover '20

SERVICE
COMMITTEE

Roberta Newton

'21

Marion Kolsky , 19
Miss Mary E. Holmes

SECRETARY

Mrs.

-

Morris

J. Wessel

The Off-Campus Service covers an intensive program of constructive community social
service work in New London.
Branches of it are: Mothers' Clubs, Family Visiting, Men-

tal Clinic Fallow-Up Work. Story Telling, Hours for Children, Information Bureau for
Foreigners, Moving Picture Shows for Children.
The public school buildings are used as centres, and all the work is under the direct
supervision of the Social Service Secretary of the League and the Professor of Sociology.
The Social Service Secretaryship is a fellowship awarded annually
the Service League
to a member of the graduating class.

by
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MEMBERS

OF STUDENT

PRESIDENT

COUNCIL
Helen Perry

VICE~PRESIDENT

Frances

SECRETARY

Olive Tuthill
Agnes Leahy
Edith Lindholm

TREASURER
CHAIRMAN

PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE
SERVICE

COMMITTEE

LEAGUE

SENIOR

CLASS

JUNIOR

CLASS PRESIDENT

SOPHOMORE
FRESHMAN

Dorothy

PRESIDENT

Barlow

Gregson

Alice Horrax

Rachel E. Smith
Mildred Duncan

CLASS PRESIDENT
CLASS PRESIDENT

] ulia V/ arner
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KELELE CLUB

Leader, Ruth Wilson
Ruth MacDonald sp.
Margaret Milligan '20
Jean Murray '23

Lesley Alderman ' 23
Carmela

Anastasia

'23

Muriel Ashcroft '23

Margaret Pease '2 I
Marguerite Paul '21

Margaret Baxter '22

Marian Bedell '21
Diana Bretzfelder '23
Margaret Chase '20
Catherine Cone '21
Mildred Duncan '22

Blanche

Finesilver

Clarissa Ragsdale '20
Calfemia Smith '20
Rachel Smith '21
Edna Taylor '23
Miriam Taylor '22
Julia Warner '23

'22

Dorothy Gregson ' 2 1
Arvilla Hotchkiss '20

Marian Warner '20
Warner '22

Agnes Jennings '20

Wrey

Nellie LeWitt '23

Dorothy Wulf '21
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Connecticut

Co

". tcut
.

College Fund for

Maintenance Starts

#

WE'RE TO BLAME!
KOINE

Editor-in-Chief,

STAFF
MARJORIE

VIETS

Associate Editors,
FANCHON

HARTMAN

KATHRYN

HULBERT

'20
'20

'21

ABBY GALLUP

Art Editors,
ELIZABETH
ROBERTA

WILLIAMS

'21

NEWTON

Photographers,
FRANCES BARLOW

'20

'20

JOAN MUNRO

Business Managers,
DOROTHY

DOANE

ACNES LEAHY
EVELENE

'20

'21

TAYLOR

'21

EX-OFFICIO,

ALICE

HORRAX
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'20

'20

'20

INTELLIGENCE TEST REPORT ON PEP SR.

t.

Personal HistorJ).

2.

Appearance.
A brown well-formed animal about the size of a regular dog; shrewd yet kindly eyes;

The case revealed at the outset certain strange features. which alone stamp Pep Sr. as
a very remarkable dog.
Pep Sr.. investigation .discloses, comes after
Pep jr.. not before,
surely a strange inversion of ordinar~ natural history.
Then .a~~m both Peps have elected
themselves mascots of 1920. which, 10 the words of the poet IS Duff sed.

a sensitive, somewhat nervous nose of a temperature
cool enough to provoke the witticism.
"Healthy Man"; ears with muscles extraordinarily
developed, giving a wig-wagging ability
any school boy might envy; a small but efficient six-cylinder tail that develops tremendous
speed and power.

3.

Qualities, characteristics, traits, abilities, virtues, and other differenl things, as shown
by the tests.

Due to a slight language difficulty, Pep was given the Performance
Scale. On Test
a Scent" test, Pep proved himself a veritable miser.
On Test 5, the
"Counting Test," Pep counted 5 with remarkable
accuracy, twice coming within three of
the right number.
On Test 8, the "Rolling Over" test, Pep performed so strenously that
we suspect he has been a war-dog and lived in the trenches with rats and-and-things;
anyhow he entered into the spirit of the test and seemed much relieved at its conclusion, On
Test 1,0, the "Meat Swallowing Test," Pep made one of the highest scores ever recorded;
the ammal has wonderful depth and assimilating power, inexhaustible capacity, as one might
say.

J, the "Following

4.

Conclusion.

Pep is a supercanine,
remarkable horse-sense.

a full year ahead

{JVOGffi'
~

-

1J".lTl::lhG!fI\lC~

-"lh'l\u'l

of his nearest competitor.

I

.
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As a dog, he has

BEING

THE

PHYSICAL

DIAGNOSIS

(Doggerelly speaking)
"Of these mongrels you've placed on parade,

Rest your optics on Lot Twenty-one.

And for whom I must needs give a grade

\Vhy that dog can't even run!
SARTORIOUS is tight,

The physiques are so bad
It makes one quite sad

a sight,

GASTRONEMIUS
LATISSIMUS

To think of the journey one's made.

is much underdone!

DORSi

Taking notice of this Senior Pep,

In considering Lot Twenty-three,
_I beg of each one: Look and see!

I have measured

the length of his step,

His f.eet that are Hat-.~
He's entirely too fat!
F or a mark we would give him an E!

Note RHOMBOIDEUS

Just glancing at Lot' Twenty-two

Anatomically
speaking, I'd say,
Pep Senior has all things his way,

I

am sure you

will

see as

Lung Capacity

I do

and TORTICOLLIS

fine, as he slept.

His GRIN'S contagious,
His HUNGER outrageous,
He is placed without doubt. in CLASS "A".

A bad case of KYPHOSIS
And also LORDOSIS
SCOLIOSIS

MINOR

None could be finer,

too!

From the Artistic viewpoint

there can be no question.

SENIOR PEP WINS!
He scores

THRE~

POINTS

in the realm of

ART.

First the C olorEven Denmon

Ross, himself, would not believe it possible

ample of the values in the orange scale.
neutral

Bits of neutralized

to find so perfect
orange, blended

with

an expure

and black.

And Second, the Line and F ormPep expresses HARMONY.
repetition

of any thoroughbred

Hind legs; and in addition,

The harmony of an Echo;
Airdale.

He

expresses

that is, Pep expresses a direct
Balance;

he is a splendid example of Rhythm,

note the position of the
observe the curling scroll

of hair.

ThirdIn the possession of a DOMINANT

Pep is more DOG than anything else!
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CLASS PROPHECY
. th e spnng
. 0 f 1930 and in connection with the robbery
that R·
earnedI aDplace
I t was III
.
in the police annals of New York that I ",:,as summo~ed.~o th?;t city by, the
. Vii a etective Agency.
The million-dollar
blue nbbon
terner
Pep
ha.d disappeared
from the
Barlow kennels in a manner that baffled everyone-that
seemed, In fact.' actually supernatural, according to the message of Mr. Villa.
Consequently,
as my services were requested
to make a psychological analysis of the case, I hastened to New York, ready for mystery,
but entirely unprepared
for the series of revelations
that were to be mine before I left that
city.
.
.
Almost immediately R. Villa, the mildly curious Miss Hotchkiss of C. C. days, told
me about the dog mystery which proved to be a matter of great personal interest. inasmuch
a-sthe canine whose disappearance puzzled everyone was "Pep,"
1920's own mascot. He
had been for some years in the Barlow kennels, under the personal care of Frankie who had
been sitting, reading to him, when the robbery
actually
occurred.
When she suddenly
looked down, he was gone, Frankie told me, when I went with R. Villa out to her model
farm.
She had twenty-five such places and raised everything from chickens and pigs to
dogs. Dogs, however, were her specialty, as she had great faith in their intelligence, and
therefore gave them special education to offset the old-time formal training.
At once, we
had a consultation over "Pep's" absence and as a result we called in K. Hulbert, the scientist, to examine the spot where "Pep" had been.
Kay, practical and matter-of-Fact. appeared with her scientific paraphernalia, and tested the air for humidity, weight, and density
and made a chemical analysis of the floor and rug where "Pep' 'had lain. Her search disclosed no information-only
that the room was "Pepless."
J n her usual business-like manner, Kay did say that we might hunt up Anna Buller.
She had heard that Anna at one
time was in an insane asylum and it was barely possible that a "pep" complex might have
made her lure "Pep" away.
Such a statement of course horrified the rest of us but when
we protested against such action Kay bluntly remarked that sentiment and poetry belonged
to the dreamer-not
to anxious classmates hunting for their mascot.
R. Villa suggested
that we. first get Hester, the snake charmer to come along in case that poor Anna should
prove difficult to handle.
The Hippodrome
was then our destination-but
we were told
that Hester was performing and that if she had her usual large crowd about her we could
ll:0t get near her until after the entertainment.
While we waited we were attracted by a
tight-rope walker-La regular wizard at keeping to the straight and narrow path-you
must
guess who It was-yes,
our C. C. pal, Alice Gardner.
My surprise at seeing her making good here was equalled only by the shock a few
mom~n~s lat.er ,when.1 reali~ed ~he identity of four cabaret dancers:
Helen Sturges and
~arJo.ne V.I~ts :we~e m the hmeh~ht. while Edith Smith and Alberta Lynch attracted atten-

hOd 'h'h

'hll' 8mgm~.

They haIled us with delight, and we all had lunch together. They

the t at se -expr~sslOn was what they had searched for and finally found it in the work
t ey werE now domg.
One glance at four radiant faces showed the truth of their statements.
agerly they told me about Dora Schwartz:; how she had made a fortune buying
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old shoestrings and selling them over again for macaroni,
and how she had donated the
whole amount to Connecticut College to establish a lightning service system whereby automobiles were at the command of any student at any time desired.
The Norwich trolley line
had in consequence given up the ghost.
Dora's philanthropy had just been related when
Mlle. Hester glided in, and greeted us all most effusively. As she was willing to go with
me to find Anna Buller, we bid adieu to R. Villa and to our cabaret friends and started on
our search.
The first thing we did was to secure a "Tumble In" jitney, the driver of which amazed
me. Madeline Hinchey in her gayest maimer shouted out "Tumble In, ladies-SOc,
please!" before she realized who her "ladies" were.
She then told us about her experience
since coll~ge days, saying that at first she wrote for "Sappy
Tales" and other celebrated
magazines but finally gave up writing in order to develop the "Tumble In Jitney Line."
I
couldn't blame her after she confided to me the difference in remuneration.
She frankly
admitted that with he~ 200 jitneys she often made as much as $2.98 a day.
But at this
point we were stopped abruptly by another auto running into us. A chauffeur was alone in
it, but little damage was done to either car. A traffic cop, however, a husky, robust woman
insisted upon taking, first the chauffeur's number, and then ours. "Helen Collins! A traffic
cop!" was all I could gasp, before we were hustled on. Madeline
told us that Helen
longed for out of door life and for e-ccitement. Consequently, she had managed affairs at
this particular corner for years.
Before we reached the Grand Central we were stopped
once more by a crowd from the midst of which came forth singing. \Vhen I beheld the
cause of the crowd I resigned my nerves to any shock-the
cause being no one other than
Betty Williams-demure
and saintly looking in Salvation Army garb. When she stopped
singing I motioned to her from the automobile and she came over to talk to me. She told me
that no other life appealed to her and moreover that Agnes Mae, who had obtained her
M. R. S. the same year she had fallen heir to her B. A., was a Salvation Army captain,
with Henrietta Costigan as her aide-de-camp.
Almost overcome, I gave Betty a nickel toward her work, and passed on. As we
boarded the train to Luna City, the door blew open and "Peppermints,
peanuts, popcorn,
paper, n'everythingl"
echoed forth in a rather boisterous voice. "It's Tede !' Hester
gasped, but I could not believe her until "Howdy'do!
Girls!" greeted us and Teele passed
on to a customer purchasing
"Peppermints,
peanuts,
popcorn or papers."
Later she returned long enough to greet us more cordially and to explain that the Wanderlust
had possessed her and had carried her around the world in an exciting manner.
While reading
during the journey, Hester came upon an article praising the poems of one D. Hover.
The
write-up explained that her work was mostly free verse-e-very free-in
fact, and that the
writer had the usual artistic temperament.
She might be seen almost any day in Glenbrook
dreaming dreams in the fields and wandering
about with "all her bright hair streaming
down."
Hester asked me if I had heard about the class author.
She said that Fern Smith
had taken to prose writing and could wield the mighty pen in a fashion that put Harold
Bell Wright and John Greenleaf Longfellow to shame. Fern, she said, was surely making
a name for herself in literary circles but worried everyone because she never exercised and
in consequence had grown thin and weak.
.
"Luna City." The conductor's yell made us hustle to alight in an unfamiliar town. We
went into a neighboring store to inquire about the sanitorium where we expected to find
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Anna Buller and were indeed surprised to see Harry Allen enjoying life in ,the occupation
of shoemaker.
She explained that humanity was being benefitted by her existence ~c;cau~e
she made coverings to go over souls' (soles) for p:ople equally as gre~~ as Emerson.
Jessie
Menzies"-she
started and then stopped and smiled mysteriously.
I make all her shoes
special size, and special shape-some
feet, too.
Come with me tonight, will you?"
Of
course we both agreed to go with her. Then she directed us to the CarIssa." Hospital. the
only place she could think of where Anna might be. She told us that Marjorie was at the
head of the sanitorium bearing her name.
Irene Wholey, as head nurse, opened the door
for us. Marjorie came out soon afterward,
however, hale and hearty, to say "hello." She
and Irene both exclaimed in horror when we told them of "Pep"
and our suspicions as to
the theft.
Suddenly Marge laughed and asked Irene to call Anna.
Hester and I had decided to be very cautious at first and not to mention "Pep"
at all in her presence.
When
Anna came in we greeted her quietly and asked her how she was.
At some length she explained her work-how
she had specialized in the solving of mental problems and had
therefore spent much of her time in insane asylums.
"At present I have a peculiar patient.
Come with me."
We followed her into the room, the walls of which were covered with
maps. In the corner we saw a familiar figure but could not identify the person until "You
No-well (No-el) why I'm here!" was repeated three times in a monotonous voice. Mary
Coughlin was certainly in a sorry state.
Later Anna told us that Mary had a history complex which had developed while she had taught that subject at C. C. Anna had hopes.
however, of her complete recovery.
In a rather sad mood, we left our friends at Carlsson's Sanitorium.
We were glad,
theref?re .. of the ~iverti~g influence of a crowd on a corner in the city's center.
Some one
was smgl~g gay}}tt.le ditties ~o which ?ther people were dancing.
\Vhen we came nearer
we saw signs of Singer Sewmg Machine;"
"Please Listen to Our Singer" advertisements,
and of course we wa?t~d to hear th.eir "singer."
The voice sounded familiar-surprisingly
;?, and by much stram.mg ~nd cranmg of necks we were able to see the center of attraction.
Helen Br?wn,. as I live!
We could only stand and gaze in wonder.
At this pomt Hester recollected that she was to figure in an evening's performance and
coul? not keep the date we had. made. for the evening with Harry Allen.
I expressed my
ghratItude to her for her trouble In commg out with me to tame the already t.ame Anna and
sewentbacktoNewYork
Ld eCI'ddte a entertam. myse II as b est r could until.. evening.
A
.
.
.'
CIrCrUS
was In town, I dIscovered, and, discouraged and disgruntled with the "Pep" mystery,
went out '. to the grounds
t 0 f orge t my perp Iexitres.
..
Th ere as soon as I entered
I
h ear d a Iusty crier
In a Dud
t voi
d
I
.
'.
'
Onl 10
eli
• r~sonan VOice, raw out agam and agam "I ap-Pihl to you!
CornYe c'ponhe ,rnde or, t:-v0 nhlckels.to see the long and the short of it. I ap-Pihl to you!
Marvm camp
see I lan
n
tl
.
I h
.
.
the world's annual btl"
'I
I~ wres ers-r-r-wmners 0 t e first and second pnzes In
was as noisy an individua] as anv going to remark to some one nearby that the circus cri~r
individual to find out th thY
one person co~ld be, when I took a second glance at said
told me afterward
h d al
w~s acthally ClarIssa Ragsdale. Her artistic temperament, she
for all her moods.'
a
e
er Into t e present pursuit.
She could find audible expression
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I went into the tent to see Dott
and E h
I
ever witnessed.
"Piblv"
t ld
. y h
st er per arm some of the neatest stunts I've
performer she was, whfle Dott me I~wat er gly;n. at C. C. that had made her the proficient
y rna est y exp ained that she had knocked out Willard three
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times herself. Then we all went to the movies which were held in another tent. Clarissa
said she was eager for us to see "Emmie M"-the
country's female Charlie Chaplin.
She
was appearing in a comic reel called a "Spring-board Dash." "Yes, Emma is wonderful,"
Esther remarked and we all asked, "Emma who? Do you know her?"
But by this time
we found our answer in the smiling face of Emma Wippert. as in a most amusing style she
did some acrobatic stunts upon the screen. - Esther was right. "Emma is wonderful,"
I
agreed.
After the movies. I had a few moments to spare before meeting Harry. and therefore we hunted in vain, to be sure, for a lunch room. \Ve heard a shouting which did attract us, however. "A loaf of bread. a head of cabbage, and a pound of meat-all
for
5c."
"Let's invest," Clarissa suggested and we followed the "call of the wild" until we
reached Dorothy Muzzy, the owner of the surprising voice. She calmly smiled and acted
unconcerned at seeing us, but devoted her efforts to selling us her wares,-her
loaf of bread
was a roll, her pound of meat a "hot dog." and her head of cabbage a little sauerkraut.
We succeeded in diminishing her stock and tried to talk to her of C. C. but she was interested only in the money we paid for our lunch. Truly, I almost suspected that "Pep" had
been one of those "hot dogs" that constituted a pound of meat. Poor Dot. She had become commercialized through and through.
Solemnly we shook hands and I departed to
meet Harry.
The latter carried me off to an auditorium saying that she had a surprise in store for
me. I did not even gasp, when. once we were seated, Speaker Hood was announced as
the chief speaker of the evening. Then followed the most fluent and eloquent speech I
have ever heard from a soap-box orator. Gladys was rooting for Laura Warren, who had
entered politics and was nominee on a socialist ticket for governor of the State. Harry told
me. though, that there was still a surprise and consequently I listened with eagerness to the
announcement of the main features on the program.
With "much ado" the main feature
appeared.
She was Jessie Menzies. the most famous prima donna in Luna City-a
star
singer and performer.
Afterwards Jessie joined us and spoke of her operatic career.
By
sheer perseverance she had risen from vaudeville shows. she proudly explained.
Her thin.
pale face showed the struggle through which she had been.
Early next morning I hastened back to New York to report to R. Villa and consult
her as to the next step in the search for "Pep."
Publicity was the next tool to use in
locating him. we decided, and accordingly that day I interviewed several persons in his
behalf.
Margaret Milligan. who had become a dare-devil avairrix was the object of my
first interview.
Between us we hit upon a plan whereby we might gain notoriety for
"Pep."
If I would have posters published, she agreed to perform the astounding stunt of
flying over the streets of the city and showering down papers upon the multitude.
She suggested that if a reward were offered for his return, we might see him ",~iggle his tail the
sooner.
"Try Ellen Carroll." Margaret said, "She's a capitalist, you know."
I actually
doubted my senses but she assured me that Ellen was a millionaire onion queen. Amazed,
I went in search of Ellen's brown-stone residence on Fifth Avenue. but was told at the
door that Miss Carroll was "not in." Trying to find some article about my person which
might suggest. my identity to Ellen. I came upon John Dewey's "Education" tucked away
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in my locket, and sent it up to h er.
her rooms.
"What's
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to the democratic

Ellen
10 a supenor
manner,
causemany to weep over its grave."
Soon I told her of how our c ass a
ost Its
ep
and of how we hoped to advertise his loss, whereupon
she generously off~red a rewa~d of
$5.00 for his recovery. Thanking her in behalf of the class for her liberal donatlO~ 1
departed at once and telephoned to Milligan for her to be ready to carry out her project
as soon as posters were printed.
.
I next went to see a printer, the leading one of the CIty, and found Joan M~nro. who
was making great progress along an inky way.
She had always wanted to wnte books,
she said, and now she published thousands every year.
At. once she agreed to put all.her
efforts into posters for "Pep" and sent for her artist to wrrte doggere.ls and draw designs
for the posters. The latter was not to be found, but Joan told me t~lat her artist was Sarah
Lewis who had first been a painter, but had painted houses so effectively that now she drew
pictures and cartoons.
I was sorry not to see Sarah but glad to hear of her success. My
classmates on the whole. I reflected, were making a pretty good showing.
From the Munro Publishing Company I went to interview the editor of the yellow
journal "Toma-to."
Here again I was met with a "not in" welcome but told that I might
see the society reporter.
"Yes, indeed, I'll come at once.
Yes, indeed!"
the super-polite
tone reached me before the dainty, ethereal person made her appearance.
Even then I saw
only a hasty sprinkling of powder upon her nose before my fairy-like creature was ready for
observation.
She shook herself as an ostrich might his feathers, then came forward with
"So pleased to meet you! Won't J,lOU have a seat? Please malre yourself at home. Do take"
-here
she stopped and stared even as I stared at her.
All I could say was "Marion Warner!
And a society reporter!"
At this point the
editor decided to be "in."
At least, she made her appearance
in a much besmattered
printer's apron. With inky hands and pen behind her ear, Al Horrax made me forget the
yellow journal and "Pep" in my delight at seeing her.
The three of us talked of "Pep"
and Al placed at my disposal as much space of her "T am a-to" as I desired for publicity
work.
Two more people I interviewed that day, one beins Congressman Taber who was an
in~alu~?le ass:! for politics because of her knowledge of Greek and Roman law,-the
other
being Du.~ch ;~t1cGowan.
Esther promised me her support and vowed that the person
who stole Pep
would be duly prosecuted.
"Dutch,"
I had learned, was a travelling
saleswoman-a
wonder, many. people called her, because within five minutes, with her ready
flow .of speech she ,co,~ld.convince mos!, any housewife of the necessity of owning a copy of
Euc~ld or a Crowe s HIgher Algebra
in order to keep house efficiently.
I wanted to find
out If she had heard anything of "Pep"
in her travels
Sh k
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e new no mg 0 11m ut to
me to mqurre a
elen Perry who had established a school or so
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lage. She gave me the latter's address.
me mg III
reenwic
1~ t?e dar tad bee~ long and weary I stopped in at "Jordan's Beauty Shop" to have
IgnS
rem.ove sr
°h t elw eek s.care. The name had no significance for me until I saw the head
engineer, rene erse f,commg forward to meet me
Pro p
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erous, In ee ,s e was an too
e In a once 0 meet our SOCIetyladies," frivolous, I fear, but truly nice under the social
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veneer. With much ceremony and adjustment of lorgnettes, the Mrs. Florence Edwards
Harrison Vandergould and her companion, Countess Marie Mungir Idonlcaroni arose to
greet me. -1hey admitted that they had spent some little time in a "retreat" "inNew London,
Connecticut,or was it Newport, Rhode Island? Anyhow, they could not recall me, though
the name did sound familiar. But that was because Countess Idontcaroni had once em. ployed a maid by the same name. As soon as possible they both withdrew from my somewhat doubtful company. I immediately asked Irene if 1 had actually met "Eds" and
Maria. She contirmed my belief and said that in seeking for knowledge they both had become embittered and "this is the result," she finished sadly.
She had no news of "Pep" but told me of a classmate of whom I had heard nothing
since college days. Zevelv Green had at one time frequently come into her parlors in spite
of the serious business in which she was engaged. She spoke of Zevely's elopement the
year after she had obtained her degree and how Zevely and her husband had settled down
in New York as missionaries and were civilizing humanity.
When I reached my rooms that night I found a summons to court, as witness of the
accident in which Hester and I had become entangled when we were in Madeline Hinchey's
"Tumble In Jitney."
The next morning I reported at court at the proper time. Here I was told that the
parties concerned were trying to settle the affair out or court and I was asked to go immediately to the office of the ked Tape Manufacturing Company. My entrance. into the
officeof that concern was at first unnoticed by the gum-chewing stenographer of whom I
caught only a sicleview. She was talking-yes, I fear, flirting with the ofhce boy and had
just burst forth with "Awl Go on! Yer can't kid me, boy. Yer can string beans, but yer
never can kid gloves. No siree! Yer can't kid gloves." This ovation had just been deliveredwhen the young lady who couldn't be "kidded" heard me cough and turned around.
I looked at her, not once, but twice, before I shook Betty Nagy by the hand. She led me
into the private officeof "Red Tape," whoever "Red" might be. But here on a small
scale I found a class reunion.
Hester and Madeline with Helen Collins were talking
things over with "Red Tape," the business-like, commercialized, over-efficient person,
Eleanor Seaver. E.leanor had made good in the business world and had become truly
aggressivein her management of people and of millions. Her lawyer also was present, I'm
sorry to say, an unscrupulous arguer in court but nevertheless a person I was more than
glad to see, namely, Attorney Grace Waller, who seemed to have no conscience at all-at
least so her opponents thought.
I learned that the chauffeur who had bumped into our car was employed by Eleanor
but that when she and Madeline had found out each other's identity the case had been
dropped.
I had to hurry away, much as I hated to do it, in order to locate Helen Perry's
school in Greenwich Village. After some hunting I found Perry but not her school. What
she had actually founded was a nunnery. When I went to her she was sitting demurely in
a corner knitting and was intent upon the incessant clicking of her needles. She could give
. me no information and spoke little of herself. In the humblest manner possible, she asked
if I would like to see some nuns whom I knew. Delighted, I then met "Miff" Howard,
Mary Brader and "Runty" Doane. "Miff" had wearied of the world's follies and had
joined Helen; "Runty"-well,
"Runty" didn't say why she was with Perry but I just
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d Mar told me that she had become so stirred up trying to. decide bena,uralthly gutlesse 'faFn
h YH tman and Rose Doherty that she had finally rejected both
tween e 0 ers 0
anc on
ar
h
b .. II ..
.
Of course I was interested to know what 5 e meant y 0 ers,
an d come to t h e nunnery.
h h b h
B d
but she told me to go and see Fanchon and Rose myself. t at t ey at were on ro.a way.
Immediately I left the nunnery to hunt them up ~nd found Ros~, who had a big office.
and a bigger trade. in her matrimonial bureau and mSlsted. that I .~eglst~~,
"
"Marriage is the only thing," she repeated several limes...
But,
she added,
t.hese
new fangled-notions like Fanchon's."
"What
do you mean?
I ~sked, .b.ut .was entirely
ly that Fanchon was actually radical and believed in trial marnages
unprepare d for her rep
"Sh ,.
f b .
to the extent that she ran a Trial Marriage Agency.
. e s .~unnmg n;e out O. USI~~SS,
too," Rose objected bitterly.
Then I asked her about Olive.
Oh! she s a lady-in-waiting
in a Belgian Court," Rose informed me.
.".
"Waiting for whom?" I asked and she seemed surprised.
.Are you III Ern{e}st?
Don't you know?"
Of course I knew then and told her so, as I eaid good-bye.
I hurried next to R. Villa to see if any new developments had taken place. She told
me that someone in an orphan asylum had telephoned, saying that she had fifteen stray dogs
and that I might come down to see if "Pep"
was in the assortment.
Consequently I went
into the slums to the asylum but got the wrong department.
When the door was opened,
not dogs, but children, big ones, little ones, thin ones, fat ones, appeared and in their midst
was a matronly-looking individual who proved to be Marion Hendrie.
With sleeves rolled
up and hair disheveled Marion apologized for not shaking hands. She needn't have done
so, because in each arm she had a crying babe while at her skirts three youngsters were tuggmg. "Margaret!
Do help me!" the voice of M. Frances rang out and Margaret appeared from nowhere.
Indeed I marvelled that one could look so much like and at the
same time so different from, the Margaret Chase whom I had known.
Yet here she was,
sober and solemn, renouncing, with Marion Hendrie, the pleasures of this world in order
to be of aid to orphaned infants.
Bewildered,
I hunted up the dogs, but found no "Pep"
in the orphan asylum.
Discouraged and disappointed with my constant lack of fortune I wound my way
back through the East Side's dirty streets. Absent-mindedly
I was walking along when some
~:)fieacross the street hailed me with a shout.
Upon glancing up, of all unexpected people
In unexpected places, I encountered
Loretta Higgins.
She came across to tell me all about
herself.
As a social worker she was too conscientious to make any statements that might
not be exactly true but from the way she spoke of her work I inferred that she had become
"Altruism" personified.

"If you want to se~ some people you know come with me," she invited, leading the
wey t~ the Kebac Boardmg House run by Betty Runney and her husband.
Along cul~nary lines Betty had a.ccomplished great things and was using her talent in keeping a beardmg house for factory girls. "Wait. until di~ner and you'll see Leah Nora and Helen Gage,"
~etty urle~.
At n.oon, the ~wo girls mentioned hurried in from the soft soap shop in which
or
f the.u greasy hands and grimy faces, we all shook hands and talked
~ ey
srte
or
t
e
~
0 e 0
t
e.
sort
time they had for lunch.
Pick, it seemed, had given away her
f
a more
nearly
"back-to-natur e .. lif
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d H eIen h avmg
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t'ortune
d f mh order. to live
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:as tmeo~alty ~h a socI~1 eils~ence'll Running soap machines, they enthusiastically told
e un
an marupu atmg a the Ford machines in the world.
They asked if I
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had heard about Feta Perley. She was interested in prison reform and, wanting to study
conditionsfirst hand, had stolen a pound of sugar from a grocery store, for which she was
imprisoned for one year. Marion Gammons, not understanding the situation had tried to
bail her out. 1 inquired about Marion and was told that she was a minister's wife and was
doing a great work in her Sunday Schoo! classes. "A more ardent Christian you'll never
find," Betty remarked as 1 took my departure.
By this time 1 was absolutely "Pepless." Not even a trace of our mascot had been
found and 1 had been on the job for several days. As 1 had a little time to spare I decided
to go out to the Barlow kennels to see if news had come of "Pep."
"Frankie" said that
Dorothy Stelle had driven in the day before, having read about our loss in the "T orna-te"
and had told us to go to "Dave" the city dog-catcher. If anyone can find him she'can,
Dot had said.
"Once the Juniors made away with him and she went out on his trail." "Marion
Gammonscan give you her address," she had added and then she hurried back to her eight
children, each of whom she was bringing up a different way as an experiment in education.
"Frankie" directed me to the parsonage where Marion lived. The latter, on my arrival,
greeted me most cordially. She was quiet and seemed to have no opinions of her own but
told me all about her husband's work. She did show me, however, some writing she was
doing for the Doyle Corresponding Gymnastic School.
"I give courses in Latin," she explained. "Marjorie, the principal of the school instructs in gym. work and Trine Schaefer in chemistry, while Agnes Jennings teaches drama
(long a) as such. Both Trine and Agnes have their Ph. D's," she remarked. Marjorie
was really most successful, teaching men and women to become gym. teachers in ten parts.
"By the way," Marion asked. "did you know that Mildred Fagan teaches Spanish
at C. C. and that Maud Carpenter is acting president during the actual officer's absence?"
This, of course, was all news to me but 1 was used to surprises; Marion then gave me
Dave's address and 1 went at once to her apartments. She smiled mysteriously when 1 told
her about "Pep" and said if 1 would wait an hour she was almost sure she could bring our
mascot back with her.
Suddenly a familiar bark greeted me and as the door opened "Pep" himself burst in,
yelpingwith joy at his release. Margaret told me my memory was poor.
"Don't you remember who 1921's mascot was?" she asked. Then she told me the
solution of the "Pep" mystery and why no clue had been found. "Pep" was simply
spirited away with a "pat" on the head by 1921's fairy. Dave had immediately remembered the time a "pat" had spirited our mascot away once before. "But after all, '21 had
a good fairy," she remarked. "She gave up 'Pep' when she knew we had located him."
After giving "Dave," Ellen Carroll's reward of $5.00, I brought the dog back to
the Barlow kennels and then reported to the R. Villa Detective Agency. My case was
finished and I prepared to go home, hut not before thanking R. Villa for the job which had
enabled me both to meet and to hear about practically all my classmates. My week of
work had been profitable in more ways than one and 1 had much for which to thank '21 's
good fairy, 1 reflected, inasmuch as "Pep" had sustained no injury and 1 had gained infermation which 1 desired to know. Thus my adventures ended when our class "regained its
"Pep."
D. M. '20.
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COLLEGE PRAYER
(B]) Dr. Fredericlr Henr]) 5])110')
Spirit of all things, grant us still

To know Thy way. to work Thy will!
N or great nor small to Thee whose eyes
Forever scan the eternal skies:
All service welcome to whose sway
Controls the stars, awakes the day.

Within this maze of mortal life
Beset with error, wrought with strife.
Perplexed we wander; we would fain
Win to Thy calm: in Thee remain:
In Thy vast -working find our peace.
And in Thy service our release.
Thou whose eternal thoughts renew
The spring's return. the heaven's blue.
Teach us the incomparable dower
Of beauty in the sky and flower,
Grant us the boon of boons-a
heart
Open to nature, life and art.

Teach us the worth of hardship, dearth,
As
To
To
To
The

travail of the spirit's birth:greet the chance in toil and shock.
win ourselves from out the block;wrest from failure, loss and sin,
miracle of grace within.

Grant us to love our human kind,
Grant us to love the life of mind;To honor work of hand and brain,
Keep faith intact,-a
purpose plain
That speaks in deeds ;--the torch we bear
With those in greater darkness share.
Stablish our souls in passions pureTo think, to love, to dare, endure, '
To spend ourselves that others see
To find life's guerdon, sure confessedThe best is his who seeks the best.

To seek. to strive-till
on our ears
Breaks Thy far music of the spheres
Our darkness flush with rose afar :
Beyond our waves, the Pilot Stars'
Then lift the soul above the clod
And frame a vision of the God"
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.------SERENADE

TO '19

Japanese lanterns on long, wobbly poles, bobbing

along in a weird procession across

campus, at the midnight hour!
Do you remember how, with the paint still fresh on the heroine's face, and "Green
Stockings" not yet safely tucked away into Seventy-six Mern. books, Nineteen sleepily
opened their windows at our call and listened till the last note had died away and the last
lantern had disappeared over the path to \Vinthrop?
Just a memory-but
maybe we 'II think on't when

"The Moon in the skY nlill be setting by and bY"-for
Tune, "Domn

by the Old Mill Stream"

Down by the grey stone-wall,
Where the Seniors sing;

And the moon shines bright,
In the star-lit night.
We will sing to you,
Other classes true.
Come heed the call!
It goes to all,
Down by the grey stone-wall.

M. St.e. H. 'ZO.

OLD PALS NINETEEN
Tune, "Dear Old PalO'

Mine"

Nineteen, our thoughts will ever turn to thee;
Nineteen, the first class in our dear C. C.
All the years will never
Memory of you sever.
Oh how we've missed you,
Dear old pals, Nineteen.
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FOG
As I opened the door to my room, I felt a wave of heat which clearly indicated t~at
the radiators were doing more than their share.
I tur~ed the valves and opened the W1ndow, watching with amazement
the: filmy fog floating through
the openmg.
. A ~ew
moments before the air had been clear and warm and now this fog.
It hung In WISpS
outside of my window.
Further away I could see stretches of water, but the opposite
bank of the Thames was cut off from my view by rolling, ragged banks' of fog which
crept closer and closer to the water until in a moment I could see nothing of the beautiful
bits of shore. river and sea that usually met my eyes.
The dormitory
that usually seemed so startlingly
huge and cold seemed far away
now.
It was softened, vague and wet.
Bits of. dry mortar cementing the stones together
stood out in bold relief against the wet brown granite.
In the court, two slim black trees,
bent over by the buffeting winds of past winters stood cold and naked, drops of condensed
fog on the ends of the' innumerable twigs.
As I watched the fog hung thicker, heavier.
It was getting darker too and soon
everything but the two black skeletons in the courtyard
was blotted from my sight. I felt
a sense of complete isolation from the rest of the world.
Wherever
I looked, I saw nothing but a soft gray wall.
I strained my eyes in an attempt to distinguish something that
should serve as a landmark to me, when suddenly out of the greyness before me appeared a
soft, yellow glow, then another and in the next few moments the invisible dormitory became
a mass o~ diffused light and I felt with a strange sense of relief, that I was at last, back
among fnends.

H. P. '20.

-'''!'";':''~;:'::'::':-"c'.:.i'6C:'
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COMMENCEMENT

PROGRAM

Friday, June II, 7-9 P. M.-Class Supper.
Saturday, June 12,4-6 P. M.-D. A. R. Tea, Shaw Mansion.
Saturday, June 12, 8 P. M.-Senior Play, "The Title" in Gymnasium.
Sunday, June 13,4

P. M.-Baccaulaureate

Monday, June 14, 2 P. M.-Class
4 P. M.-Presiderit's

Sermon. President MarshalL

Day, Quadrangle.

Reception.

8-2.30 A. M.-Senior

Prom in the Gymnasium.

Tuesday, June 15, lOA.
M.-Commencement
Exercises in Gymnasium.
12.00 Noon-Trustees
Luncheon to Alumnae.

CAST FOR "THE TITLE"
B~ Arnold Bennett
Helen Pea»

MR. CULVER
MRS. CULVER
HILDEGARDE CULVER
JOHN CULVER
TRANTO
MISS STARKEY
SAMPSON STRAIGHT
PARLOR MAID

1\.1arion Hendrie
Helen Collins
Helen Gage
Mar~ Hester
Fanchon

Hartman

j\farion

Gammons

Eleanor Seaver
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ON

BEING

PHOTOGRAPHED

You are a Senior, and much to your disgust. Fate has ordained
that you sit for your
photograph.
..
With a fervent prayer that it will take kindly to bemg tucked under your coat. you
don your one linen shirt waist of many summers and winters.
On the way over to Plant,
you make the acquaintance of several underground
springs of w~m.derfuJ coolness .. As one
may know. wet feet are not conductive to a sweet temper, and It IS a decidedly acid countenance that looks at you from out the dressing-room
mirror.
Crimps removed at the eleventh hour have effected a marvelous
transformation;
your
ordinary meek wisps have swelled to enormous proportions;
they rear themselves at every
breath of air; a Medusa-like underbrush is the result.
From this frame, your face peers out
upon the world with a bewildered expression, as of one hopelessly lost.
You adjust three spears of this material (formerly hair), farther over your left eyebrow, and with the instinct of the true artist, attempt to drape over your ears those two objects of your hourly solicitude, without which the present generation is rarely seen, You
mold these in order that an exquisite bilateral symmetry maybe obtained.
In vain! Your
outraged locks rebel; before your horrified eyes, they spread out--the
left farther than the
right by several centimeters, for all the world like huge, misshapen ears.
You are late. You must go. With a final hopeless pat, a final prayer, you enter the
chamber of horr?rs.
You find the presiding genius ready and waiting.
It is very warm in
the room. Furtively you remove a bead-like perspiration from the square inch of forehead
exposed.

"I didn't like my last prods,
of them, I showed two teeth."
heart.

The green-dad

so I came again,"

genius laughs jovially.

you apologize

incoherently.

"In each

You decide you like him, because he has a

;What di.d you do-leave
the r~st of them o~ the piano?" he chuckles.
hen begins t~e usual fire of dlrect~ons.
Mmdful of your former experience, you
c os~ your mouth WIth such firmness that It resembles a steel trap.
You twist the various
sections of your cranial regions as h bid
'
h d
d
k
'
b'
e I s you, your ea an nee assume every conceivWhen the last rays of human intelligence have
/e h~glh lIldevery conceivable' direction.
het their ea hquarters temporarily: so that you turn knees when you should turn your head,
t e p otograp er comes to your add
h
f
.
d
'
head to meet requrreY au wonder wearily.
ments.
h I h and' screws tea '.orementrono
I
h
he wi h
'T
w y e oesn t remove It entire y, so that he can clap it on
w erever e WIS es.
would be so much simpler.
Ever and anon from the fun
I f Id
f h '
"And sh e on Iy sh owe d two teeth." erea
0
Sot
e instrument a muffled voice chuckles ,
Meanwhile the camera and y
h
I
R' h'
tempt a dreamy 10 k
.
.ou exc ange ong un mc mg looks.
At times you atand lock with a cI~k' aOPethns,vesmile, thhen again, mi~dful of the two teeth, your jaws close
IC . Iit er IItimes w en you co.nsld er th estate
f your ('.01'If ure, W hiICh
weighs upon your mind
0

I

i

v

your features.

' I era y as well as hguratlveIy,

you feel a look of agony distorting

"All over," comes the voice aga i
..
that the ordeal is actually
v
T
You a:Ise SWIftly. You are glad.
You rejoice
of fashion, a long featheryo:r.
t' 00 fat he ?,OU dBlscover, waving like the aigrettes of ladies
.
. so desires
ut you d 0 no t care.
L'et It sh ow m
in th
picture
Iif It
You hrea Ion
b a h'au
t e
.
ave een p otographed and you are happy.

l'
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E. W. '20.

FACULTY

FUNNIES

By these signs shall ye know them.

Dr. Wells: "Watch this now!"

Dr. Jenson:

"0.

heavens!

I'm sure I don't know, do yo~?"

Miss Blue: "Oh, no re-a-l-l-y?"
Miss Sawyer, (blushing) .. "It isn't funny, girls."
Mr. Doyle: "Say, for example, John Doe and Richard Row
Dr. Thomas: "Now

Dr. Morris:
Mrs. Noel:

"Next

let us take a sympathetic

outlook

time we'll have a short ten-minute

"Now,

for outside

on this question."
paper."

readings

Senor: "Es clara."

Mademoiselle: "Quais! "

Mrs. Wessel:

"Who

is your authority?"

THERE'S A COLLEGE ON THE
HILL BY THE SEA"
There' 5 a college on the hill by the sea,
There's a college on the hill by the sea,
I t is known far and near,
I t stands stately and clear.

On the banks of the Thames by the sea.
There's a college on the hill by the sea,
There's
a college on the hill by the sea,
Where the faculty's the best,
That a college could possess,
In our college on the hill by the sea.
So we'll sing to our dear old "C. C."
To our dear Alma Mater, "C. C."
For the friends that we make here,

We will hold forever dear,
When

we're far from the college

Words, L. P. H. '20
Tune, "Under the Elms"
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by

the sea.

(Yale)

AUTOGRAPHS

r
COLLEGE

DIRECTORY

CLASS

OF

1920

Allen, Harriet H... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Saybrook. Conn.
Barlow, Frances F
2146 Lincoln Park West. .. Chicago, Ill.
Bartlett, Agnes Mae
834 Park Place
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brader, Mary H
287 East Main St
N auticoke. Pa.
Browne, Helen.............
Buller. Anna E
Carlsson, Marjorie M..
Carpenter. A. Maud

. . . . . . . .
.
100 South

Main

51.

Carroll, Ellen C

735 Main St
Chase, Margaret L.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Collins, Helen G
Costigan,

East Hartford,

New London, Conn.
York City, N. Y.

. . .

New

Coughlin, Mary E

93 Spring St

Norwich. Conn.

Davies,

325

Easton. Pa.

Margaret

E

Reeder

Conn.

Sebec Station, Maine

8 Brooks 51.

Henrietta...........

North Westchester, Conn.
Pleasant Mount, Pa.
Ivory town, Conn.
Putnam, Conn.

51.

Doane. Dorothy E

72 Linden St.

Holyoke. Mass.

Doherty, Olive
Doherty, Rose
Doyle. Marjorie M
Edwards, Florence
Fagan, Mildred

321 Lexington Ave
321 Lexington Ave
24 Heine Ave
242 Munson St.
1 5 Crescent St.

New Haven. Conn.
New Haven. Conn.
Meriden. Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Meriden. Conn.

Gage. Helen M.. . . .

. 318 North State St

Gammons, Marion B.. . . . .
Gardner. Alice
485

.
West

Main St

Painesville, Ohio
Manchester, Conn.
Meriden, Conn.

Green, Zevely

50 Ashley St.

Hartford, Conn.

Hartman. Fanchon K
Hendrie. Marion F

30 Sherman St.
173 Grove St.

Hartford. Conn.
Stamford, Conn.

Hester. Mary 51. Clair

207 Washington

Higgins. Loretta F
Hinchey, Madeline V

228
227

Hood, Gladys J
Horrax, Alice G

700 Williams St
103 Park St

New London, Conn.
Montclair, N. J.

Hotchkiss. Arvilla D

26

Waterbury,

Hover. Dorothy
Howard. Mildred 5

Box 63
144 Main St

Glenbrook, Conn.
Wethersfield. Conn.

34 Monument St.

Groton, Conn.

Hulbert, Kathryn

Jennings, Agnes E
Jordan. Irene A

Park

Broadway
Connecticut

Ave

Crescent St

.403
1660

West St
Wyoming
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Brooklyn, N. Y.
Norwich, Conn.
New London, Conn.

Conn.

Bristol, Conn.
Ave

Scranton,

Pa.

-N~w

Lewis, Sarah L.

504

Lindholm, Edith V
Lynch Alberta c.

134 Mt. Vernon
Glen Terrace

Matte;on, Dorothy M
Marvin, Dorothea
McGowan, Justine

4270 A. Kensington
248 York St

Menzies, Jessie
Milligan, Margaret

570 East 21 st St
315 Bryn Mawr Ave

Munger,

Montauk

Ave

St.

Maria

London,

Conn.

MIddletown, Conn.
Glenbrook, Conn.
Place .. St. Louis, Mo.
New Haven Conn.
Watertown,
Conn.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cynwyd, Pa.
East RIver, Conn.

Munro, Joan L.
Muzzy, Dorothy

307 Main St.

Nagy, Elizabeth V

,

Phil ipse Manor,
Bristol, Conn.
East Haven,

N. Y.

Conn.

3941 Pine Grove Ave

White Plains, N. Y.
Nyack-an-Hudson,
N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.

25 Franklin Square
Crescent View

New Britain, Conn.
Pulaski, Tenn.

Rumney, Isabelle
Schaefer, Katherine H

146 Hillside Ave
246 William St

Naugatuck, Conn.
Middletown, Conn.

Schwartz, Dora M

55 Fairmount St

Norwich,

Seaver, Eleanor E
Smith, Calfemia A.
Smith, Edith C.
Stelle, Dorothy R. .. '

11 East 19th St
7 East Main St.
166 Main St
609 Park Ave

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Middletown, Conn.
Wethersfield, Conn.
Plainsfield, N. ].

209 Church St

Willimantic,

Perley, La F etra
Perry, Helen M
Pick, Leah Nora
Pihl, Esther S
Ragsdale,

15 Chester Ave

Clarissa

Sturges, Helen H

Taber,
Viets,

Conn.

Shelton, Conn.

Esther
Marjorie..............

. . .

Granby,

Conn.

Conn.

Waller, Grace C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gaylordsville,

Warner, Marion E.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warren, Laura
441 North St

Beacon Falls, Conn.
Willimantic, Conn.

Wholey.
~?Iiams.

Norwich
Hartford,

Irene
Elizabeth

15 Park St
836 Prospect Ave

ippert, Emma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Moodus,

Conn.

Conn
Con~.
Conn.

FORMER
MEMBERS
OF 1920
Aldrich
Persis
May
B on 'R h 51
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A mh erst, M ass.
, Rut
ater
Beckley, Conn.
Bacb
ar er,
uth. . . . . . . . . .
N
. h C
Brockett, Justine T. (Mrs.
i·-ij~;tj
N orw
on
"Coleman. Alice V.
.
: ew.
aven,
ann.
Doolittle, Esther
, .. ,
MNorwd,ch,Conn.
Duff
HI"
"
en en, Conn.
y,
e en
,
N
L d
C

H,

P..' M.·

Finnegan, Catherine

C'

New
o~ ~m, onn.
ew Bntam, Conn.

. . . . . . . . "
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Foster,
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Gertrude

Greenebaum.

Miles City, Montana

·.··········

Gates, Eunice Z,

,

, ., ,

,

,.,

Margaret

Brooklyn, N,

·.······

Chicago,

y.

Ill.

Hankemeyer, Helen M
,
,
Litchfield, N, H.
Harris, Heen H. (Mrs. Small)
,.,,
, .. Michigan
Harris, Jean (Mrs. Herbert C. Paul)
,
, .. Yonkers, N. Y.
Hutchings. Avis
··.········
New London. Conn.
[acobson. Mary C. (Mrs. Beverly Gnaedinger)
Brooklyn, N, Y.
Liegey, Helen L.
New Britain, Conn.
Lieeev. Martine V
New Britain, Conn.
¥-MacLellan, Annie M
Mallon. Anna Marie

,

Markham, Ruth E

, .. ,

Marquardt.

New Haven, Conn.
New London, Conn.

,

Madeline

,.,.,

,

, .. , . .Stamford. Conn.

··.··.·····

Matthers. Doris L. (Mrs, L. H. Height)

•

•

Mary V
Constance
Parker, Rachel E
Pease, Mawaret W
Peck. Amy L.
Puddicombe. Katherine
Ouintard. Dorothy
~Reed. Marion (Mrs. Atwater)

Morgan.

Poquonnock Bridge, Conn .
Schenectady, N. Y.
·· New Britain, Conn.
Glastonbury, Conn.
Kensington, Conn.
New Haven. Conn.
·· .. ····· Stamford, Conn.
,
.

Oudin,

Taylor. Doris .. ,

··.

,

,

Torrey, MabeL
Weldon, Anne May
Wolcott. Ruth

Groton, Conn.

, .. , . Plantsville, Conn,

,

",

'

.. ,.,

.. ,. .Bloomfield. N, J.

···.······

Liverpool. Eng.
South Manchester. Conn.
West Hartford, Conn.

(Mrs. Francis Miner)
,

"Dead
HONORARY

MEMBERS

President Beniamin
Dean Irene N ve
Miss Louise Howe

T,

OF

1920

Marshall

Dr. Louis Adolph Coerne
CLASS
Barbara
Louise R

1921

J.. . . . . . . .

Ashenden.
Avery,

OF

30

c.

. .. Watertown,
Monument

,, ., .,.,

St

Groton,

Batchelder, Laura
Bedell, Marion G
, .189 Pequot Ave
Beebe. Gladys B
Brazos, Anna Mae,
, .. 84 High St.
Carley, Abby P.. . . . .
..,
,.,
Cone. Catherine

C

Connery, Ruth M

,.....

Conn.
Conn.

Rocky Hill, Conn.
" New London, Conn.
Norwichtown,

Conn.

, .Middletown, Conn.
Stonington. Conn.

.

East Haddam.

, .. , .. .36 Bridge St
99

,

Nashua, N. H.

Conn,

Q

.
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D·IekilOson, LAS
aura
English, Nellie F

un did
er an Road . . . . . . . . . North . Amherst,
C
Mass.
20 Slater Ave
Norwich.
onn.

Fenelon, Mildred K
Flaherty, Anna P

6 Narrangansett Ave
30 Jefferson Ave

Gallup, Abby c.
Goldman. Hattie L
Gregson,

I.

Westerly, R.
New .London.

.:

23 Grove 51..
862 Orange St

Conn.

Norwich. Conn.
New Haven, Conn.

Dorothy

Joseph Perkins Road

Norwic,h.

Haasis, Eleanor W
Hall, H. Charlotte

2412 Highland Ave
82 Grand Ave

Fall RIver, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.

Neptune Park
Howard Ave

New
New

Henkle, Dorothy

L.

Hippolitua, Jennie D
Houston, Martha

694

Jackson. Deborah A..

. . . . . . . . . . . .

162 Willard

St

Conn.

London, Conn.
Haven, Conn.

New Haven,
Durham,

Conn.

Conn.

Jacobson, Margaret H.
Keene, Marion 0
King, Mabel c.
Leahy, Agnes B

115 Johnson St
1074 River St
40 Mansfield St.
33 Otis St

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hyde Park, Mass.
Hartford, Conn.
Norwich, Conn.

Lettney, Jeannette T
Littlehales, Olive N
Lyon, Marion L.
Marvin, Lydia J. L.
Mason, Ethel M

3 Oakland St.
382 West Main St
42 Pleasant St

Manchester, Conn.
New Britain, Conn.
Danbury, Conn.
Deep River, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.

"
4'

Cassius St

McCollum, Ella L.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McCollum, Ruth B
Meyrowitz,

Rose.............

Mansfield Depot, Conn.
Mansfield Depot, Conn.

. . .

East Haven.

Newton, Roberta Page
Pattee, Ruth Allyn
Patterson, Doris 5

711 Main St.
74 Williams St
101 Rugby Road

Paul, H. Marguerite
Pease. Margaret M

In New Haven Turnpike
Boston Post Road

Pierpont, Mildred I..

18 Park

Pry~e, Do:othy

Race Brook

M

Purtill, AlIce N
Roche, Loretta E
Sil~er, Florence D
Smith, Rachel E
Taylor,

Evelene H

Troland,

Katherine L.

Watrous, Esther H

Naugatuck,

400

'South Glastonbury,
Old Lyme, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
Bayonne, N. ].

Prospect St.
Norton St.

Torrington,

"

.

It

Wilson, Ruth
Wulf, Dorothy

Lathers Place
195 Laurel Hill Ave

100

Conn.

Orange, Conn.

28 Reed St.

White, Olga, J.. . . . . . . . . . . .
WII
Ed' h C
~ Jams,

Port Chester, N. Y.

Place

"
421 Albany Ave
" ,93 West 34th St
307

Conn.

Middletown, Conn.
New London, Conn.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Milford, Conn.

Conn.

Conn.

New London, Conn.
New

"

Haven

Conn

Glastonbury,

Conn.

Sh

ort

B

h' C
.
eac,
onn.

New Rochelle, N. Y.
Norwich, Conn.

3

•

CLASS
Avery, Gertrude S
Baxter, Margaret E
Berger, Grace C

Bursley, Catherne
Bynon. Harriet A
Clarke, Helen D
Coops, Helen L.
Crofoot.

OF

1922

237 West Town St
150 Winthrop St
999 Howard Ave

Norwichtown,
Conn.
Taunton. Mass.
Bridgeport, Conn.

'; 129 Gordonhurst Ave
72 Home Ave
Blackstone Hotel.
384 John St..

Upper Montclair, N. ].
Middletown, Conn.
Omaha, Neb.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Helen E.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Norton, Conn.

Damerel, Mary H
Duncan, Mildred B
Dwelle, Helen P
Finesilver, Blanche
Fisher, Grace E

56 Elm St.
268 Stuyvesant Ave
37 Inwood Place
333 Capen St.
290 Clinton Place ......•.

Westerly, R. I.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Hartford, Conn.
Hackensack, N. ].

Graham,

,36

Stonington, Conn.

Anne

F

Elm St

Crollman, Sarah E
Hagar, Alice D
Hall, Elizabeth H.

c/o Prof. ]. H. Gray,
University of Minn
,........ .. .
120 South Union St.
31 Livingston St

Minneapolis. Minn.
Moodus, Conn.
Burlington, Vt.
New Haven, Conn.

Hill.

. . . .. . . . . .

Moank, Conn.

Gray, Evelyn

Constance

A...

Kenig, Mollie
31 Avon St.
Levine, Ruth Rose
161 Newhall St.
,
Lindvall, Ruth V.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McCarthy, Catherine
187 Elm St
Merrill, Elizabeth J
521 Hood St.
Merritt, Helen N
Talmadge Hill
Miller, Margaret J
27 Orchard St.
Neimyer,
Virginia
E. 106 Sixth Ave
O'Sullivan, M. Augusta
71 West St.
Peale, Helen W
I53 McKinley Ave
Perry, Olive H.. . . . ..
. . 138 Hillside Ave
Slade, Ann
Smith, Marjorie E
38 School St
Smith, M. Claudine
30 I Montauk Ave
Sperry, Jeanette c.
330 North Grove St.
Taylor,

Marie

Antoinette .. 48 Terrace Ave

Taylor, Miriam P
Thomson, Mary F
Traurig, Gertrude A

New London,

195 Poquonock Ave

Waterbury,

101 Milwaukee Ave
Mayfield Road

A. W rey :. . . . . . . . . . .

Wells, Marjorie. . . . . . . . . .
Wheeler, Dorothy S

Conn.

Windsor, Conn.
.Plantsville, Conn.

456 Summer St.
, .83 Abbott Ave

Tryon, Helen L.
Tuthill, Olive A.
Warner,

Hartford, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Cromwell, Conn.
Meriden, Conn.
Fall River, Mass.
New Canaan, Conn.
Stonington, Conn.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
New London, Conn.
Norwich, Conn.
Shelton, Conn.
Thetford, Vt.
New London, Conn.
New London, Conn.
Oak Park, Ill.

Conn.

Bethel, Conn.
South Euclid, Ohio

.

Beacon FaIls. Conn.

.
,. .. .

Wethersfield, Conn.
.Ashaway, R. I.

,
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CLASS
Ad ams Eth e I P
.Alderman, Lesley
Anastasia.

Carmela

Appel, Florence J
Ashcroft Muriel P
'

OF

1923

,p . O. Box 5
tl5 Lincoln St
188 DWight St

West Warren, Mass.
Holyoke, Mass.

Ne~ Hav~n.

Conn.

82 Hale Ave
Hotel Margaret.
.
.
~.--::·237 West Town St
n5 Jefferson Ave
I 16 South Main St

White Plains,. N. Y.
Columbia Heights,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Avery Helen B
Norwichtown, Conn.
Ayers: Ethel A.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Backes, Marjorie M
Wallingford,
Conn.
Barkerding, Helen A.
,
Park RIdge, N. ].
Barnum, Isabel L
16 Terrace Place
Danbury, Conn.
Beebe, Mildred E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Storrs, Conn.
Behrens Dorothea E
136 Cook Ave
Menden, Conn.
Bigelow', Jessie N
505 The Farnsboro
Wa~hington, D. C.
Birch, Mary T.
50 Park Ave
WhIte Plains, N. Y.
Boehringer, Alice
118 Bunker Ave
Meriden, Conn.
Brand, Gertrude M
1 I Linden Parkway
Norwich, Conn.
Bretzfelder, Diana H
263 Norton St.
New Haven, Conn.
Bristol, Mary E
7 Howard Ave
Foxboro, Mass.
Buell, Anna K
Bantam, Conn.
Byron, Grace D
I 18 Campbell Ave
West Haven, Conn.
Cadden, Evelyn H
18 Mahl Ave
Hartford, Conn.
Calnen, M. Claire
20 Summit St
Willimantic, Conn.
Clark, Rheta A.
Tryon St
South Glastonbury, Conn.
Cohen, Miriam N
85 Park Place
Bridgeport, Conn.
Golladay, Elizabeth W
28 Garden St
Hartford, Conn.
Cone, jeanette. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rozel, Kansas
Cook, Dorothy N
Winthrop Place
Englewood, N. J.
Cook, Helen C
Winthrop Place
Englewood, N. ].
Culver, Kathryn Parker
180 Union St
Montclair, N. ].
Danforth, Catharine
95 Federal St.
New London, Conn.
Dea~, Dorothy M....
. . . . . . . . '. . .
Montvale, N. ].
Denison, Arlene E
'9 Willow St
,
Mystic, Conn.
Desmond, Katerine
148 Broad St.
Norwich Conn.
Dickinson, Elizabeth j
Sunderland Road
North Amherst Mass
Dimmick, Beulah
Eagle School Road
Strafford Pa'
.
Dimon, Kath~rine J
197 Montauk Ave
New Lo~don: Conn.
Dodd, Catherine P
195 Rockwell St
Norwich, Conn.
Eddy, Virginia P .. '"
542 Walnut St
" .. Newtonville, Mass.
Ericson, Ethel U
31 b Main St.
Ansonia Conn
F :rris, Alice ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Georget~wn, C~nn.
F mney, Katherine
Beechwood Hotel.
Summit, N. ].
102

;

Francke, Caroline K
Francke, Katherine N
Freeland, Hope E
Gardner, Jane L
Goldberg, Edith

15 East 10th St
15 East 10th St
R. F. D. 2
Box 463
j2 Beverly Road

Greenbaum,

521 Connecticut Ave

Anita

M

New York City, N. Y.
New York City, N. Y.
·· .Millbury, Mass.
····· .New London, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
Bridgeport,

Hayward,
Lydia
Hemingway,
Helen

Maple Ave

Heyer, Margaret G/

Higgins, Helen E
Holcombe,

····

o,12l:S5 Boulevard St.
,64 Silver St
70 Ccit St.
21 Fairmount St

Henderson, Ella P
Alice P

'.'

Hopkins. Florence A
Hopson, Emily M

New London,

Conn.

· .Norwich, Conn.
Jamaica Plain,

,

Mass.

Granby, Conn.
Washington, Conn.

71 3 South Main St.
217 Ocean Ave

Hubbard, Dorothy L.
Hull, Lavinia F
,
Jarema, j osephine
Johnson, Marian E
Kane, Ethel.
Kelsey, Verna A.
Kenig, Sadie C

.West Cheshire, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.

Dover, N. H.

8 Warren Square

Holcombe, Olive
Hollister. Abigail N

Conn.

Tiverton, R. I.

Hambly, Helen L.. . . . .. . .. . . . . . ..

68 East Dane St
259 Williams St
115 Avenue A
, .297 Church St

, .. 86 Bartholdi Ave
31 Avon St

Knox, Marjorie C
Kreykenbohm, Minnie
Langenbacher, Mary R
Langley, Marcia
Lanterman, Esther C

5 Orchard St.
181 Shelton Ave
215 Lorraine Ave
···············
321 Washington St.

Leach, Harriet M
Lee, Louise F

5 I 0 Valley Road
1872 Main St

Torrington, Conn.
New London, Conn.

Beverly, Mass.
New London, Conn.
··· . New York City, N. Y.
Naugatuck, Conn.
Stamford, Conn.
Jersey City, N. J.
Hartford, Conn.
···

. Terryville, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Montclair, N. J.
Barre, Vt.
Hackettstown, N. J.

Upper Montclair, N. J.
Stratford, Conn.

Lindeman, Louise A. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

East Woodstock,

Lowenstein, Marguerite
LeWitt, Nellie

141 West 73rd St
71 Russell St

New York City, N. Y.
New Britain, Conn.

10 Park Ave

Naugatuck,

80 Lincoln Road

Brooklyn, N. Y.

McCarthy,

Margaret].

Mader, Vivenne
Mason, Melvina P..
Miller, Minniola 0
Mitchell,
Charline
Morgan, Gladys

. . . . .. . . . . .
Congamond Lakes
3 Moreland Ave
Water St

Moyle, Elizabeth W

151 Alden Ave

Murray, Jean

Namovich, Michaelina M
North, Margaret L

······

Conn.

Conn.

Washington Depot, Conn.
Southwick, Mass.
Newton Center, Mass.
Stonington, Conn.

New Haven. Conn.
Noroton Heights,

92 Atwood St.
73 Rockwell Ave
103

Hartford, Conn.
Naugatuck, Conn.

Conn.

Padelford, Doris B.
Page Marion D
Payne, Dorothy J.
Pickett, M. Christina
Purdue, Maude E

2050 Highland Ave
32 Lincoln Ave
109 Lakeside Ave
66 Howard Ave
4 I 0 Fountain St

Ragsdale, Mary Lambeth
Ramsay, L. Alice

Crescent View
284 Main St

Randle,
Rees,

Dorothy 0

,,

Pulaski. Tenn.
Easthampton.
Mass.

227 Sherman Ave

Gwyneth

Fall River, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Marlboro, Mass.
Anson~a, Conn.
Westville. Conn.

,

\

New Haven,
Stafford

Conn.

Springs,

Conn.

Root, Virginia
Sachs. Hannah
477 West Main 51.
Sanford, Elizabeth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Satterly, Adelaide
Schemer, Louise E
36 South First 51.
Seeley, Mildred L.
4068 Dalrymple Ave .. ,

East Berlin, Conn.
Waterbury, Conn.
Redding, Conn.
Mattituck, Long Island, N. Y.
Meriden, Conn.
Woodhaven,
N. Y.

Setlow, Frances G
Shaw, Katherine

Westville,
Meriden,

55 West Prospect
955 Broad St

Slaymaker, Emily
Smith, Helen

St

Troy, N. Y.
Eliot, Me.

I Larch Ave
'c'

Stanton, Ruth M
Steele, Irene E
Stevens, Dorothy H
Stone, Katherine E
Sunderland, Jeannette
Svenson, Dagmar E
Taylor, Edna E

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••••••••••••.

234 Connecticut Ave. _
" . . .
_
"
160 Deer Hill Ave
90 Bishop St.
Ponus Ridge

New London, Conn.
Warehouse
Point, Conn.
Stafford Springs, Conn.
Southbury, Conn.
Danbury, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Canaan, Conn.

287

Lowell,

Tiffany, Rachel L.
T'origian,

Elizabeth M

Warner,

Julia

Watchinssky,

Lyme, Conn.
,

Rose M

Weed, Katharine L.
Wells, Ruth E
,
White, Mary W
Whitten, Eleanor
WhItford, Lucy S
W~lliamson,Beatrice C
W~lson, Kathenne
WIlcox, Kathryn. P
Woodford, Harnet.

Conn.
Conn.

Fairmount

St.

344 Church St
39 Summer St
224 St. Ronan St
41 DeKalb Ave
,
,
84 Park Slope
R. F. D. 2
61 Wellesley
Road
3 Lafayette St
"
Farmington Ave

104

,

Mass.

Naugatuck,
New

Conn.

London,

Conn.

.New Haven, Conn.
White Plains N Y
, . Poughkeepsie: N.· Y.·
Holyoke, Mass.
Mystic Conn
Holyoke, Ma~s.
Milford, Conn.
Durham, Conn.
Unionville.
Conn.

l

PAUL A: SCHARTZ, D. M. D.
Oral Surgeon
216 Main Street
Norwich, Conn.

COMPLIMENTS OF

A FRIEND

Telephone, 774

TELEPHONE,

2412

EDWARD PRENTIS

COMPLIMENTS OF

Dentist
139 State Street
New London, Connecticut

A FRIEND

Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.

GEORGE N. BATES, D. D. S.
Manwaring Building

COMPLIMENTS OF

A FRIEND

Rooms 13 and 14

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

A FRIEND

A FRIEND

PETERSON
Confectioner

and

Caterer

127 STATE STREET
NEW LONDON. CONNECTICUT

COMPLIMENTS

OF THE

MUZZY BROS. CO.
BRISTOL.

CONN.

Distributors of

""KWIK-PAK"
STUDENTS PARCEL POST LAUNDRY CASE

u

COMPLIMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

OF THE

Waterbury Buick
Company

of

Mr. Maurice Hartman

Distributors

of

Buick Passenger Cars
Waterbury,

Connecticut

395-405 West Main St.

Telephone 3

A REMINDER
College Book Store
for the Class of 1920 not to forget
STATIONERY,

BOOKS

its

SUPPLIES

CLASS SPIRIT.
Book.

or Music of Any Kind
Ordered on Request

and subscribe as loyally as ever
to the

Connecticut College News
•

In grateful recognition of what

Academic

Connecticut College will ever mean

GOWNS

CAPS

to 1920..

Hoods Made to Order and Rented

Choir, Pulpit and Judicial
Robes
DONATED BY

RICHARD PICK

Cotrell & Leonard
NEW YORK

ALBANY

PERRY & STONE
Jewelers and Opticians
Jewelry of Artistic Design, Bracelet Watches
Gold and Silver Novelties
Fountain Pens

Agents for Mark Cross Gloves and
Leather Good.

The Hallmark Store
138 State Street
New London, Connecticut

The reason silk thread gives greater service in the
garment, holds securely in the seam, and prevents ripping, is because silk makes the strongest
and most elastic thread known to science.
For many years we have taken pride in supply-

ing only the very best spool sewing silk and silk
machine twist.
The

Brainerd & Armstrong Co.
Capital and Surplus $1,000,000

MILLS AT

New London and Norwich, Conn.

Compliments of the

F. H. & A. H. Chappell
Company
ESTABLISHED 186S

Compliments of

G. FOX & COMPANY
MAIN· STREET
Hartford, Connecticut

LYON & EWALD
Hardware. Lawn Tennis
Sporting Goods

DIEGES & CLUST
"If we made it, its right"

Manufacturing Specialty

House Furnishing Goods
88 State Street
New London, Connecticut

JEWELERS
149 Tremont Street
Boston, No. 11

Massachusetts

c..J1 More

Dainty

n_

Table

b«lom •• a pro.UCJlI .ab/e ..
tNou~h
pi..,.. of

woll

Mid:Sil·Craft tI,.Silverware
now pro,onted in

DOLLY

Compliments of

VARDEN

b_uti{u!

PATTERN

In this new colle<'tion are FIoWtt BaB1rets, Cake DIsh ... ,
Ch~
and Cracker Baskets and Dishes, Trivets, Fruit
Compotes, Candy Baskets and Card Trays.

The Mohigan

Included among those, featurinlil: the "fell.known PYREX
Fire.proof Glass Cooking Ware, arc C~erol",
Pie Plates
and Baking Dish es.

lI%
til:

Mid·Sil-Craft Si1verwa.e-a ~u.lit:v prod'u<:t manur •• turd
may be pur ..... "d at e."m"micol PTic",

~

It> .u~.t.nt;'ln
.... elogonee ond engraved
bette, grade. ofSt<rling.

.....

.1>.

JI n"t
'"

dreet.

obtainable Sf yo'"
plea,. ",dt. u••

THE

dllci,nUy-

111"0not dl .. :mil ..

to

de.f"",

MIDDLETOWN
SILVER COMPANY
of MIDDLETOWN,
CONNECTICUT

The Harrigan Press, Inc.
High and Austin Streets, W orcester, Mass.

College Printing
A Specialty

PRINTERS

and PUBLISHERS

Compliments

of

Mr. Frank T. Cable
The New London
Ship and Engine Company

"I am the voice of to-day. the herald of tomorrow.
of people listen to my voice.
all comprehend me.

When 1 speak a myriad

The Saxon. the Celt. the Hun. the Slav. the Hindoo,

I am the record of all things mankind has achieved.

1 am the

laughter and tears of the 'World and I shall never die until all things return

to the

immutable dust.

"I AM THE PRINTING PRESS"

Babcock Printing Press
Manufacturing

Company

BUILDERS OF

Flat Bed Printing Presses
Our 'Best Advertisements Are Not Printed, 'They Print
This complete book printed on Babcock Optimus Presses

New London. Connecticut

38 Park Row. New York

F.E.Perry~Co.~Inc.

Fire Insurance
Particularly on Lumber and Heavy
Value Risks

Ask Us
About Use And

Occupancy

Insurance

66 Broadway

lVew York

---then she told me why those
doughnuts
were the most
delicious she ever made.
They were fried in Mazola. Crisp,
golden brown and delicate---Mazola kept them
from all greasiness and sogginess. They were
so much more digestible, too.
Now Mazola is the standby in that
kitchen---not only for making doughnuts but
for all deep frying, sauteing and shortening
---andfor salad dressings.
Mazola is the pure oil from the heart
ofgolden A merican corn. Economical because
it never takes tastes or odor jrom one food to
another. It can be used and used again, until
every drop is gone.
Send for Corn Products Cook Book
Free Upon Request

Corn Products
Refining Co.
17 Battery

Place, New

York

· WII.JSON & ENGLISH
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

Railroad
Contractors

58 Church

Street,

New York

THE D. M. READ CO.
ESTABLISHED 1857

The Read House is able to offer to patrons
the best quality, the finest display and the
very latest and most practical merchandise.
Possibly the greatest amount of thought and
eriergy is placed upon the Special Shops for
Women's Wear

Cloaks, Suits, Dresses, Blouses, Lingerie,
Millinery, Shoes and Dress Accessories

Mail orders are filled carefully and promptly.
Visitors will find the store and its cordial
atmosphere incentive to come again.

BRIDGEPORT

CONNECTICUT

PHOTOGRAPHS

by BACHRACH

are truthful reproductions of the subject. They represent th e finished
work of artists who have made a lifelong study of expert photography.
Send for Interesting

1£nuta 111ahtan
PHOTOGRAPHS
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
WORCESTER
SPRINCFIEl.D

Booklet

Iaarqrarq

of DISTINCTION

HARTFORD
NEW

BALTIMORE

YORK

WASHINGTON

BROOKLYN

CLEVELANfl

PHILADELPHIA

ATLANTIC

CIT~'

Howard -Wesson Company
DISTINCTIVE

ENGRAVERS

Engravers for the Kaine

Graphic Arts Building

Worcester,

Mass.

